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AI Can Help 
Scientists Find a 
COVID-19 Vaccine

What Is the Future 
for Industry 4.0 in 
the Post COVID-19 
Paradigm?

When Can We Expect 
Our Al Personal 

Assistants?
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www.beckhoff.com.my/xts
All over the world product manufacturers have to offer increasingly individualised products –  
with machines that reduce the footprint and improve productivity at the same time. This is made 
possible by the XTS eXtended Transport System in combination with PC- and EtherCAT-based  
control technology. Its high level of design freedom allows new machine concepts for transport, 
handling and assembly. In the stainless steel hygienic version the XTS is ideal for use in the  
pharmaceutical and food industries.
  free installation position
  compact design
  freely selectable geometry
  few mechanical parts and system components

PJ Office Phone No: 
+6(03)-6151 3088
Pengang Office Phone No: 
+6(04)-6460 388
East Malaysia & Brunei Phone No:
+6(012)-6151 047
info@beckhoff.com.my

The XTS advantage

  circulatory movement 
  flexible modular system 
  individually movable movers

User benefits

  minimised footprint
  software-based format change
  improved availability
  increased output
  shortened time to market
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Publisher’s Message

June has finally arrived and we have come 
to Volume 1 Number 4 of Automate Asia 

Magazine. The past few weeks have seen the 
world battling with the COVID-19 outbreak. 
Countries around the world have taken strict 
measures to tackle the pandemic such as on 
mass mobility, healthcare system, economic 
and social assistance. 

Malaysia has implemented a Conditional 
Movement Control Order (CMCO), a much 
loose restriction to spur the growth of the 
economy. President Joko Widodo has issued a 
large-scale social distancing in Indonesia while 
Singapore Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong 
has addressed to extend the circuit breaker 
measures until the 1st of June. The pandemic 
has seen Japan entered recession as its economy 
shrank to 0.9% in the January to March 
period and India has announced to extend 
its lockdown until the end of May as cases 
increased in merely 24 hours duration. While 
the cases in Korea have declined drastically as 
the country’s approach is regarded as much 
more efficient and effective.

The demand in the robotics industry has 
risen due to the outbreak of COVID-19. The 
interest in service robots has escalated. Few 
companies have taken this chance to take part 
and contribute to this emerging new trend. 
Malaysian scientists have created mobile 
robots to help out in COVID-19 wards while 
countries in Europe such as U.K and Italy 
have seen a robot delivery service in action 
and robot nurses helping healthcare staff to 
reduce the risk of infection. COVID-19 is no 
doubt boosting the adoption in Industry 4.0, 
but it is safe to say that it doesn’t accelerate us 
to Industry 5.0 either as while several trends 
have come into the picture, other trends have 
slowed down.

For this issue, we had an interview with Mr. 
Cheng Boon Seng, the Chief Executive Officer 
(CEO) of Elliance i4.0 Technology Centre 
on how the company provides consultation 
to industrial players to embark on the IR4.0 
and enhancing the business opportunity 
between partners. On behalf of the editorial 
team, I thank you for your massive support to 
Automate Asia Magazine. Stay in touch with us 
on www.asiaautomate.com for more updates. 
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INDUSTRY NEWS

    SAP SE  (NYSE: SAP) kicked off a 
new SAP.iO Foundry Singapore program, 
with five international start-ups that will 
help SAP customers become Industry 
4.0 businesses and go beyond digital 
manufacturing to seamlessly connect all 
aspects of an entire company.

This cohort will work to develop 
technologies to enable businesses to 
extend the value of their investments in 
SAP S/4HANA and SAP Digital Supply 
Chain solutions.

“Singapore has developed a vibrant start 
up ecosystem and is the gateway to the 
ASEAN region,” said Rachel Barger, SAP 
South East Asia president and managing 
director. “SAP continually partners with 
other solution providers, including start-
ups in Singapore, to help organizations 
unlock value with the latest Industry 4.0 
technologies.”

SAP.iO Foundry Singapore  accelerates 
innovation and drives new business 
models for SAP. The zero-equity-ask 
program provides start-ups with curated 
support from within and outside of 
SAP, exposure to SAP technologies, and 

SAP.iO Foundry Singapore Launches Industry 
4.0 Start-up Acceleration Program

opportunities to collaborate with SAP 
customers. The program will conclude at 
a SAP.iO Demo Day in the beginning of 
June.

“The SAP.iO Foundry Singapore 
spring acceleration program will see 
the development of new Industry 4.0 
solutions for companies in the region, and 
contribute to bolstering the ecosystem for 
start-ups in Singapore,” said Kiren Kumar, 
chief digital industry officer of Digital 
Industry Singapore, a government office 
that supports the growth of Singapore’s 
technology sector. “We look forward 
to strengthening our longstanding 
partnership with SAP, as we innovate and 
create new solutions out of Singapore.”

The following start-ups are part of 
the  SAP.iO Foundry Singapore  Spring 
2020 program:

·	Botsync provides easily deployable and 
cost-effective mobile material-handling 
robotic solutions to enable companies, 
especially small and midsize enterprises, 
in Asia Pacific to improve productivity.

·	H3 Dynamics  combines machine 
learning, remote tele robotics and off-
grid capabilities for drone services that 
can deploy and manage commercial 
condition monitoring, security and 
safety solutions.

·	Memorence uses Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) to develop smart visual learning 
and recognition systems for enterprise 
and consumer solutions, which can 
improve production quality and 
operational efficiency.

·	VersaFleet  automates modern supply 
chains with route optimization, 
electronic proof-of-delivery, instant 
notifications and real-time job-status 
tracking.

·	HyBird automates visual inspection of 
industrial facilities through its data-
source-agnostic software “Clarity,” 
which employs computer vision and 
AI to produce interactive digital twin 
models for better asset maintenance.

Source: www.telecomtv.com
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INDUSTRY NEWS

Government Projects Drive AI 
Adoption in Asia

Source: sg.channelasia.tech

Innovative examples originating from 
Singapore, Malaysia, India and Australia

Artificial intelligence (AI) adoption at 
government-level is increasing market 
demand across Asia Pacific, with regional 
revenue expected to reach US$29.3 billion 
by 2024.

According to GlobalData findings, 
AI platform investment will grow at a 
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 
26.8 per cent during the forecast period, 
with China, Japan and India set to account 
for two-thirds of the overall revenue.

“Governments continue to embrace 
AI, with a view to empower themselves 
and their citizens by creating intelligent 
processes,” said Rohit Sharma, senior 
technology analyst at GlobalData. 
“Some of the potential usage areas 
where implementation or increased 
use of AI will have a significant impact 
include healthcare, education and law 
enforcement.”

According to Sharma, the  Singapore 
Government is widely recognised as an 
early adopter of AI, triggering widespread 
adoption across the country in the process. 

For example, the  city-state joined forces 
with Microsoft to develop intelligent 
chatbots  capable of delivering a set of 
tech-based human-like customer services.

This is in addition to the  Ministry 
for Communications and Information 
collaborating with Microsoft and Intel to 
launch AI4E, a workshop to make 
participants aware of AI.

  Meanwhile in India,  Intel signed a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) 
with the Central Board of Secondary 
Education (CBSE)  to empower students 
with AI integration in the country›s 

education system. Earlier in 2018, India 
also announced the  National Institution 
for Transforming India (NITI)  to 
spearhead a national program on AI with 
a particular focus on research.

Similarly, in July 2019, the  Malaysia 
Digital Economy Corp (MDEC) 
announced the establishment of an AI 
unit  to support the setting up of the 
National AI Framework. This came after 
all students enrolled in universities and 
technical schools were mandated to take 
a beginner-level AI course.

Likewise,  Australia also set aside 
$29.9 million in 2019 to improve and 
develop the country’s AI sector and other 
emerging technologies.

“The development of AI and its 
application areas continue to evolve, 
providing significant benefits to the 
society,” Rohit added. “Government 
support in terms of favourable policy 
frameworks and increased adoption of AI 
will not only enhance the service delivery 
and governance capabilities for citizens 
but also help drive the adoption of AI 
across other sectors in Asia Pacific.”

Credit: Dreamstime

Credit: GlobalData

INDUSTRY NEWS

New thermometer featuring Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) billed as less error-prone, 
more cost-effective

Many Southeast Asian nations have 
expressed interest in acquiring a next-
generation infrared thermometer 
developed by Taiwan that is being touted 
as smart and able to reduce erroneous 
readings.

Designed by the  National Health 
Research Institutes  (NHRI), a 
government-sponsored and mission-
oriented medical research center, 
the thermometer incorporates AI 
technologies.

The AI feature allows the device to 
detect people’s faces before reading their 
temperatures, which reduces errors due 
to interference by radiation emitted 
from objects held by the individual 
being measured — for example, a cup of 
hot coffee or cold drink. The feature is 
particularly commercially attractive at a 
time when countries around the world 

Taiwan’s AI Thermometer 
Draws Interest in SE Asia

are deploying thermometers to screen 
suspected patients of the coronavirus.

Compared to other types of contactless 
thermometer, the system delivered 
satisfactory results in an experiment 
of 200 people in open spaces, said Liao 
Lun-de, assistant investigator of NHRI’s 
Institute of Biomedical Engineering and 
Nanomedicine. The masks, hats, and 
glasses the individuals wore were not 
found to have affected the temperature 
readings.

Taiwan develops AI infrared thermometer. (NHRI image)

Source: www.taiwannews.com

The device will sound an alarm and 
automatically take photos of individuals 
whose temperatures exceed a certain 
level. The alerts will be dispatched to 
disease control staff so they can respond 
in an efficient and timely fashion.

The mechanism, which integrates 
real-time thermal sensor software 
and AI neuroscience, among other 
technologies, is also cost-competitive, as 
some thermometers are priced at over 
NT$200,000 (US$6,653) a unit, said Liao.
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AUTOMATION & CONTROLS

When it comes to e-commerce, it’s 
constantly a race against time.

How quickly can a retailer attend to 
customers? How fast are orders processed? 
Is stock and product management swift 
enough? Are customers’ questions and 
inquiries left unanswered for hours on 
end?

In the midst of an unprecedented spike 
in demand, all these factors and more play 
into the success and market performance 
of e-commerce retailers.

Customers now are more conscious 
than ever, making smarter choices when 
shopping online and opting for retailers 
that have received positive feedback for 

the speedy service – and there are plenty 
of alternatives out there.

While product quality, availability, 
pricing, and return policies do come into 
play, speed now makes the difference 
across the board.

To catch up and be ahead of the curve in 
an increasingly competitive and saturated 
market, retailers are now looking to 
optimize their operations by cutting 
out the middlemen, and that means 
embracing automation.

What does it mean to be automated?

Managing e-commerce functions can 
be time-consuming without the right 

tools and business strategy. As demands, 
inquiries, and orders increase, data entry 
and processing tasks become repetitive, 
harder to manage, and burdensome.

These are menial tasks that can be 
automated, and that can result in quicker 
response time and higher productivity 
from employees whose backend 
workloads are relieved.

Using robotic process automation 
(RPA) tools, retailers can build integrated 
systems that can pull relevant data from 
the marketplace, alert the management of 
arising issues, update inventory instantly, 
and send order updates to customers in 
real-time.

Here are several areas of e-commerce 
where RPA can, and is, making a 
difference.

 1 | Automating inventory updates 

Displaying and keeping a product 
portfolio up to date is a manual process – 
previously, it would take someone hours 
to upload hundreds of images, and other 
attributes. Not only is this all-consuming, 
but the tedium of such a task can easily 
lead to errors. 

With RPA, retailers can automate 
the whole process of reading images, 
for example – making any necessary 
modifications – and uploading the same 
to respective product folders across the 
site. 

2 | E-commerce content creation

Writing product listings for individual 
products is a repetitive task, and it requires 
finding content specialists who can 
populate and keep them up to date with 
the information that the buyer needs. All 
this is done using a Content Management 
System (CMS), based on data sourced 
from multiple locations. 

RPA can reduce complexity and speed 
up this task.  It can pull the information 
from various pre-ordained data points, 
and input it into the correct fields.  This 
reduces the need for designated content 
specialists or at least reducing their 
workload, allowing them to focus on 
blogs or SEO work, for example. 

 3 | Product categorization

Product categorization is one of the 
most important, but also the most ignored 
functions of the retail industry. A product 
might be available, but a consumer may 
not happen to find it, owed to poor 
categorization, and that means a sale or 
more can be lost.

RPA can assign attributes and categorize 
products based on customized product 
mapping rules.  On a fashion site, for 

Why RPA Should Be the First 
Step for Automated E-Commerce

example, an RPA system using AI-based 
deep learning could even sort and tag 
images where it recognizes a certain 
color or pattern, which could enable 
functionality such as allowing users to 
browse products with polka dots, or black 
dresses. 

4 | RPA in the supply chain

Dealing with getting products to the 
consumer, supply chain management is 
one of the most important considerations 
for e-commerce firms. RPA can add 
security and speed to the entire logistics 
process, from inventory management to 
shipping and order monitoring.  

RPA can send notifications on the 
order status, and keep retailers alert 
about inventory and other tasks involved 
in shipping. It can also be turned to 
predictive applications, by taking into 
account historical data, and alerting when 
similar patterns of demand begin to show, 
or automatically reordering stock that’s 
selling fast. 

5 | Returns processing 

Consumers demand a slick returns 
process, but it’s a costly one for the 
business – no tangible return is made 
from it, so there’s no point in its remaining 
a heavily manual process. 

RPA can handle returns; sending a 
message to confirm receipt, updating the 
inventory system, making the payment 
adjustment to the customer, and ensuring 
internal finance systems are updated. 

6 | RPA in customer service

Customers still like to connect with a 
human at the contact center, despite the 
rise of tools such as chatbots that are 
increasingly taking over. However, much 
of this in-person time can be spent on 
manually pulling up customer or product 
data across multiple systems.

RPA can trim down this time by 
serving information needed instantly on 
command. This ultimately leads to a faster, 
and seemingly more personal service for 
the customer.

At the same time, RPA can scour in-
bound tickets for priority inquiries based 
on specific terms. All this can allow agents 
to focus on real customer issues. 

Sparking retailer’s digital 
transformation

Employing RPA can be a first step to 
reaping the power of automation, and 
staying up to speed in the rapid and 
competitive online retail sector. But it can 
also help retailers identify areas for further, 
or more sophisticated, technology, such as 
AI and IoT.

So in that sense, the true driving 
potential of automation in e-commerce 
has yet to be fully embraced by many, but 
RPA is a significant first step to realizing 
it. Retailers that want to survive in the 
marketplace, expand their customer base, 
build brand loyalty and generate higher 
profits must explore the possibilities now.

Source: techwiresasia.com
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IOT

For many years, industrial companies 
were committed to implementing cloud 
technologies for business data but 
sceptical about putting their operational 
data there. But as increasing amounts of 
enterprise data across the organization are 
being securely and cheaply moved to cloud 
solutions anyway, many manufacturers 
are starting to ask themselves – can they 
afford not to? What’s the right way to 
balance the needs of the plant floor with 
the advantages of cloud technologies?

The answer is a hybrid on premise/cloud 
approach, leveraging the best of both 
worlds. Major manufacturing companies 
are already discovering four key benefits 
from moving to hybrid on premise/cloud 
solutions. These range from reducing the 
cost of running their plants, making plants 
faster and more productive, and opening 
the door to deeper analytics and insights 
at the enterprise – all of which are helping 

them to take operational efficiency and 
agility to the next level.

So, what do we mean by hybrid on 
premise/cloud as it relates specifically to 
MES software? Traditional Manufacturing 
Execution Systems (MES) are technology 
systems used in manufacturing to track 
the transformation of raw materials into 
finished goods. MES supplies information 
that helps manufacturing decision makers 
understand how the conditions on the 
plant floor can be optimized to improve 
production output. 

An MES works in real-time to enable 
the control of various elements of the 
manufacturing process in the space 
between automation systems and 
enterprise resource planning (ERP). 

Hybrid on-prem/cloud MES builds on 
the benefits of MES by taking a hybrid 
approach, with operations happening 

on premises and the analytics and 
optimization tools leveraging only a 
required subset of the data in the cloud. 

Early in cloud technology, manufacturers 
were reluctant to move critical operations 
to the cloud and today’s MES answers that 
concern by taking a hybrid approach. This 
is an excellent use of the cloud because 
it does not pose risk to production but 
leverages the cloud to help to reduce the 
hardware footprint. This also offers cost 
reduction related to resources to maintain 
huge databases, such as day to day staff 
as well as the costs of downtime incurred 
with software upgrades.

Hybrid on-prem/cloud MES has now 
evolved to answer for these cost concerns 
with cloud-based information aggregation 
and visibility – making it much easier for 
teams at every level of an organization to 
get to value quicker.

4 Reasons why Hybrid Cloud is 
Right for Manufacturers

Revealing hidden opportunities to 
boost operational efficiency

Some manufacturers have hit a wall 
when it comes to improving operational 
efficiency in traditional ways. They have 
made all the obvious changes. This has 
prompted manufacturers’ increasing 
interest in the Industrial Internet of 
Things (IIoT), causing them to invest in 
advanced analytics. Technologies such as 
artificial intelligence (AI), are helping to 
transform and contextualize time-series 
and transactional data into actionable 
insights and uncover improvement 
potential that isn’t easily seen by the 
human eye. For example, data-driven 
predictive asset maintenance can save up 
to 12% of scheduled repairs, reducing 
overall maintenance costs up to 30%, and 
breakdowns up to 70%. 

Manufacturers in all industries are 
starting to look at predictive analytics 
to improve operational efficiency and to 
get the competitive edge. And, forward-
leaning manufacturers are getting more 
and more sophisticated about putting 
these analytics to work. One performance 
chemical company has reported increasing 
its capacity by nearly 20% after adopting a 
predictive analytics model. 

Speed & Agility

On a day-to-day basis, factories run 
faster by storing operational data in the 
cloud for analysis instead of storing on 
site. Operators aren’t held up by MES 
systems struggling to cope with large 
volume of on-prem data for analysis. At 
one site, operators had an 85% boost in 
productivity of the on-prem MES once it 
no longer had to deal with vast amounts of 
locally stored data. The entire factory just 
ran faster. 

Upgrades with hybrid on-premise/
cloud-based solutions can also be carried 
out much quicker than standard on-prem 
MES – requiring much less downtime 
and faster ROI every time new features or 
functionalities become available.

Intelligence & Insights

Different roles in the business 
require different information. Many 
manufacturers suffer from excessive costs 
related to materials, labor, packaging, and 
shipping. 

By creating a hybrid on premise/cloud 
MES, manufacturers also unlock the new 
ways to combine and view data remotely, 
compare dashboards across multiple 
plants, and track from the enterprise level 
to the shop floor. This helps every team 
make the best decisions based on the best 
data – faster.

For example, the supervisor needs 
information to optimize product flow, 
machine and operator efficiency, and 
manage safety incidents. The supply 
chain manager needs to optimize revenue 
targets and year-to-year growth while 
reducing costs. And the operations 
manager is focused on increasing monthly 
and quarterly manufacturing efficiency 
and reducing any non-value-added steps 
in manufacturing. 

Due to all the different roles, the 
data they need to do their jobs solves 
an ongoing problem with data that 
plagues manufacturers: lack of data-
based decision-making. Today’s MES 

technology harnesses that invisible data 
and makes it easy to give each person 
visibility to the information they need to 
do their job. 

Manufacturers should look for OEE 
visibility for operators and managers, 
and tools to make them more efficient. 
This includes personalized views of 
collected data based on the role of the 
user (operator, supervisor, etc.), a UX 
with configurable out-of-the-box views to 
make users more productive and provide 
them with the ability to create their own 
personal experiences, built-in and ad-
hoc reporting by role, and extensibility 
to create highly customized interface, if 
desired.

Cost Reduction

And if those other reasons aren’t 
compelling enough, the most 
straightforward business case: storing 
years of operational data is often a 
compliance requirement, but on-site 
server costs quickly add up. It is now much 
cheaper and affordable for manufacturers 
to keep a required subset of their OT 
information in the cloud – reducing 
the need for on-prem server storage. 
Manufacturers can achieve ROI quickly 
even by reducing these costs. 

Source: www.manufacturingglobal.com
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Brave New World: 
Industry 4.0 and Digital Risk

“Industry 4.0” embraces a view of a 
new industrial revolution through smart, 
autonomous technologies. It strives to 
marry the digital world with physical action 
and thus blur the boundaries between 
worlds as we know them. With the help 
of connectivity, it is a fusion of advances 
in Artificial Intelligence (AI), robotics, the 
Internet of Things (IoT),  blockchain, 3D 
printing, quantum computing and a host 
of other technologies.

The consensus is that the Fourth 
Industrial Revolution builds on the 
previous iterations. However, two factors 
make it different:

• The rate of change is exponential.

• The significantly expanded scope 
disrupts all industry sectors and impacts 
them deeply.

However, Industry 4.0 is much more 
than just technology and technology-

driven change. The real opportunity lies 
in unlocking digitization’s full potential, 
going beyond the tech and harnessing it 
to positively impact all of society.

Digital Transformation, Digital 
Maturity and Digital Risk

To capitalize on Industry 4.0 
opportunities, organizations must 
incorporate new digital technologies and 
capabilities into their business and legacy 
assets. This is commonly known as digital 
transformation.

Digital transformation is not new. As 
a society, we have been through a few 
digital transformations, roughly one every 
decade.

Digital Risk:  One consistency that 
has grown with each transformation is 
the growth of digital risk, which is risk 
associated with digital business processes. 
More importantly, digital risk is a business 

issue, not just a technology issue, and the 
board and C-suite need to own it.

Understanding digital risk and how to 
manage it begins with understanding 
what creates it. We have the process of 
digital transformation to thank for this. 
The next time someone wants to talk 
about managing risk, ask if they have 
experience performing risk assessments 
or qualifications in risk management. 
Most likely, they don’t.

Digital Maturity:  Organizations, 
especially those not born digital, chase 
digital maturity. In pursuing this, they 
engage in digital transformation, and 
once an organization gets to this end, it is 
considered digitally mature. While it may 
seem like reaching an end goal, digital 
maturity should not mean getting to the 
end. Digital maturity is a dynamic state; 
new improvements need to be applied in 
order to enjoy the opportunities offered by 
technology. Otherwise, the organization 

Photo: GETTY
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will stagnate since new developments/
improvements will not be continuously 
applied.

Digital maturity is about integrating 
your organization’s operations and human 
capital into digital processes and vice 
versa. Note the familiar interplay of the 
pillars of people, process and technology. 
However, this nirvana is fleeting while the 
pursuit is continuous.

Digital Transformation:  According to 
MIT, digital transformation is about how 
technology changes the conditions under 
which business is done, in ways that 
change the expectations of customers, 
partners and employees. While most 
organizations are on the journey to 
digital maturity, no one has quite reached 
that point yet. This is because digital 
transformation requires a complete 
overhaul to see and embed technology in 
the core of the organization. It requires a 
bunch of the right technology, but this is 
only the first phase of the process.

Lastly, note that there are several types 
of digital transformations, but they all 
broadly fall into three categories: internal, 
external and data transformation.

Digital transformation is, in effect, the 
journey toward digital maturity, and 
digital maturity is the final state of digital 
transformation.

Cybersecurity and Digital Risk 
Management

Managing cybersecurity is considered 
a challenging imperative in embracing 
Industry 4.0. The digitization that 
accompanies Industry 4.0 heightens a 
business’s vulnerability to cyberattacks, 
and protecting a bludgeoning array of 
connected platforms, networks, hardware 
and software is becoming increasingly 
complex.

This expansion of the business digital 
surface increases digital risk and is why 
cybersecurity is a critical imperative 
for all organizations. It is the protection 
of today’s precious commodity against 
theft, unauthorized access and any abuse. 
I am, of course, referring to all your 
organization’s critical digital assets: its 
information, data and knowledge.

Appropriate attention must be paid 
to cybersecurity and digital risk, and it 
must be included in your organization’s 
digital strategy road maps. Cyberattacks 
have risen significantly as other entities 
understand the power and ability to 
misuse data for different purposes, 
whether strategic, financial or plain 
mischief.

Preparing for the Journey
     
Your digital transformation journey 

starts with a strategy that includes the 
cybersecurity components required 
to ensure that transformation risk is 
managed appropriately.

Organizations must look at risk areas 
beyond traditional risk and security. Your 
organization should clearly understand 
its digital footprint and create a register 
of digital risk. A good example, following 
many recent incidents, is social media 
platforms, which many businesses have 
adopted as part of their marketing 
strategy. These come with some unique 
digital risk that can undermine company 

brand and reputation. Uncovering and 
understanding all areas of risk — such 
as third-party risk, regulatory risk and so 
on — is critical to identifying and dealing 
with all the risks that an organization may 
be exposed to in the world of Industry 4.0.

The strategy must contain some 
fundamentals like detection and response 
functions. While a focus on prevention 
mechanisms is required, it should not 
be to the detriment of detection and 
response capabilities. Despite all the 
prevention efforts in the world, bad things 
will still happen! Besides, astute cyber 
practitioners know that the right tool set 
can be effectively used for both efforts.

Digital transformation is vital for all 
industry sectors to remain competitive 
and relevant. Identifying new ways to 
adopt digital processes can open new 
opportunities; the key is in exploiting 
these opportunities in a safe, secure 
manner by including cybersecurity as part 
of your transformation program.

There is a view that Industry 4.0 
“disruption” is the impetus for 
transformation. My take is that it is not 
the disruption that drives change, but 
rather the fear of being left behind. Some 
would say that organizations embark on 
digital transformation when they have 
failed to evolve.

There is always risk in moving forward, 
but is the risk greater if you don’t?

Source: www.forbes.com
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The success of digital transformation 
isn’t just about investing in the right 
technology. As with any large-scale 
project—from a change in working 
location to a company merger—the impact 
on the people involved needs to be a key 
consideration when putting a strategy and 
implementation plan in place. However, in 
a bid to keep up with the latest technology 
trends, manufacturers could be shooting 
themselves in the foot by not addressing 
change management and cultural aspects 
from the outset.

In fact, recent research has found 
that only a quarter (26%) of businesses 
consider change management strategies to 
be an important part of the move towards 
Industry 4.0 and the connected enterprise. 
This suggests that a large proportion of 

Industry 4.0: Managing the Cultural Impact in 
Manufacturing

Andy Coussins, senior vice president and head of international at Epicor Software, discusses the six steps 
for a successful change management strategy.

manufacturers are not putting steps in 
place to manage the impact of such a 
change on corporate culture, which could 
affect the ultimate success of any digital 
transformation project.

Six steps to success

Despite pressure on businesses and 
individuals to remain at the cutting edge, 
no one wants to be an early adopter 
and get it wrong.  A recent report from 
Deloitte  into Industry 4.0 readiness 
found that even in today’s technology-
driven world, senior executives are not 
as prepared as they think they are to reap 
rewards from digital transformation.

“Faced with an ever-increasing array of 
new technologies, leaders acknowledged 
they have too many options from which 

to choose and, in some cases, they lack 
the strategic vision to help guide their 
efforts. Organisational influences also 
challenge leaders as they seek to navigate 
Industry 4.0. Many leaders reported 
their companies don’t follow clearly 
defined decision-making processes, and 
organisational silos limit their ability 
to develop and share knowledge to 
determine effective strategies.”

To make Industry 4.0 a success, no 
matter how big or small the change, 
manufacturers need to put key measures 
in place to manage the transition. This 
includes undertaking the necessary 
groundwork to ensure that whatever 
technology businesses invest in, they can 
get the best out of it.

ROBOTICS & INDUSTRY 4.0

Source: www.manufacturingglobal.com

Step one— Be realistic

Despite digital transformation being 
very much an industry buzzword, 
manufacturers don’t need to take 
everything on at once. It’s important to 
assess what needs to be automated and 
why. If something is working and the 
process is efficient, it might not need 
changing just yet. The key to getting 
it right is to prioritise adoption rather 
than change for change’s sake. A phased 
approach will be beneficial for everyone in 
the long term.

Step two— Get stakeholders on board

Following an assessment of priorities, 
manufacturers need to map and plan 
out what needs to happen next—from 
procurement to implementation and 
beyond. This ensures that all stakeholders 
from every department affected are clear 
about what is happening, why, and when. 
Only then can everyone involved be 
prepared and plan for the roll-out.

Step three— Keep talking

Communication at every stage is essential 
particularly before implementation. Users 
need to feel they are part of the process 
and that they can raise any concerns or 
questions before a new way of working is 
thrust upon them. Taking time to address 
any potential issues at the start of a project 
will ensure users are bought into the 
process, enable them to understand what 
is expected of them, and avoid any pitfalls 
further down the line.

Step four— Factor in ongoing training 
and support

For efficiencies and productivity to 
be realised, users need to have a good 
understanding of how the technology 
impacts their working practices. This can 
only be done through comprehensive 
training and ongoing support. While 
this could be an overwhelming prospect, 
breaking it down into bite-sized, digestible 
sessions will be more effective, rather 
than overloading people with too much 
information from the outset.

It is also worth considering that everyone 
learns in different ways, so whilst an 
online demo or training manual might be 
right for one person, someone else might 
prefer more visual tools, like a video or a 
step-by-step animated guide, for example.  

Step five— Take your time

The choice of new technologies can be 
overwhelming and daunting for even a 
seasoned professional. Never lose sight 
of why you are investing in technology 
and keep your business objectives in 
mind—what your competitor is doing 
might not be the right approach for you. 
Jumping on the bandwagon or adopting 
new technology too quickly could be 
detrimental in the long-term, if the 
process is not well thought-through or fit 
for purpose.

Step six— Undertake regular reviews

While following steps one to five will 
ensure your business has the best chance 
of successfully adopting new technology, 
it will all be in vain if you miss out step 
six. The hard work doesn’t stop when you 
reach go-live—in fact, that is only just the 
start of the digital transformation process.

For a project to be a true success, any 
technology investment needs to be 
reviewed and assessed regularly. Is it 
being used to its full potential? Are there 
any gaps in training? What more could 
the business get from it? What is the data 
showing? Can it be analysed to improve 
future business growth?

Only by following these six steps will 
the manufacturing industry bring the 
whole business along for the digital 
transformation ride and ensure that 
Industry 4.0 is a success. Having a clear 
change management and implementation 
strategy will enable businesses to realise 
the full value of technology, whilst 
guaranteeing strong ROI and user 
acceptance.
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Robots are playing an integral role in 
efforts to keep essential workers safe and 
transform factories for the effort against 
coronavirus.

Autonomous robots are playing a vital 
role in helping workers, retailers and 
manufacturing enterprises at the front 
lines during the  COVID-19  pandemic. 
Dozens of factories designed to build cars, 
washing machines, and other consumer 
goods are being transformed to help build 
ventilators and masks that are desperately 
needed by hospitals as they try to save lives.  
 

Retailers providing millions with food 
and supplies are also seeing drastic 
changes in how they function. To protect 
those continuing to work in stores 
during the  coronavirus  crisis, retail 
businesses have to clean more frequently 
and deliver more cleaning coverage. 
  
 Robotics has become a key aspect of 
both tasks, helping human workers stay 
safe and ramp up production as the world 
works to help the sick and protect as many 
people as possible.

“One thing this crisis has underscored 
is the need for flexibility. Traditionally, 

Robots Assisting Factory 
Workers and Retailers in Fight 

against Coronavirus

ROBOTICS & INDUSTRY 4.0

manufacturing was all about scale. You 
make the same thing for 15 years, and you 
wanted to squeeze out every bit of waste 
in the process for making it and get the 
quality as high as possible,” said Patrick 
Sobalvarro, CEO and founder of Veo 
Robotics.

“Now, manufacturing is all about being 
really responsive to needs. This crisis has 
underscored that what people need is 
flexible manufacturing and automation.”

Robots helping transform factories 

into ventilator builders

Hundreds of companies across the 
world are jumping in to help the effort 
to fight the coronavirus pandemic by 
reorganizing their factories to create 
personal protective equipment for 
healthcare workers and ventilators, which 
have become vital machines in the effort 
to keep people alive considering how the 
virus attacks the lungs.

Much has been made in recent weeks 
about how few ventilators are available for 
states in desperate need of them, and the 
dearth of devices has led to heart-breaking 
stories of doctors  having to choose 
between patients  or patients  offering 

to give up their ventilators just to save 
others.

To help address the shortage, car 
manufacturers and other companies that 
make washing machines, dryers, and 
other consumer goods are reformatting 
their factories to build ventilators. Ford 
Motor Company  recently agreed to 
turn  its Rawsonville Plant in Michigan 
into a ventilator factory, hoping to deliver 
50,000 by July 4.

Sobalvarro’s company works to provide 
the software and some of the hardware for 
the four biggest robot manufacturers in 
the world -- FANUC, Yaskawa Motoman 
Robotics, ABB and KUKA -- as well as other 
companies involved in the manufacturing 
supply chain.  Sobalvarro said that since 
his company was founded four years ago, 
it has worked with companies that make 
cars, airplanes, and household appliances. 
While Veo Robotics does not work 
directly with any companies shifting to 
building ventilators, Sobalvarro explained 
that typically the factories designed for 
building components, rather than final 
assembly lines, are better suited for 
ventilator construction. 

  “Where you’ll go and you’ll make 
those ventilators is on a component line. 
Some of the components are made by the 
original equipment manufacturer, and 
some of them aren’t,” Sobalvarro said. “But 
what they’ve had to do in repurposing 
the operations that make things like 
components is they’ll take a place where 
they might be assembling the ventilation 
system for a car, and that will often not be 
organized on an assembly line.”

Big manufacturers are tailor-made to 
produce more things at scale and are also 
experienced with the kind of regulatory 
hurdles that come with building medical 
equipment.

Companies involved in manufacturing 
have long struggled to be flexible and 
adapt to changes, but parts of the supply 
chain are more able to evolve for a variety 
of uses, he added.

“The automotive original equipment 
manufacturers are able to take their supply 
chain that makes pistons for other things 
and they’re able to say ‘OK, we really need 
to put this supply chain to the service of a 
ventilator manufacturer.’ That’s what these 
big manufacturers are really bringing to 
the table, as well as the expertise of their 
manufacturing engineers,” Sobalvarro 
said. “They can work on something 
like a ventilator, which is a complicated 
piece of equipment, but it’s so much less 
complicated than what goes into a car.”

Robots assisting in the retail effort

Robots are also being tasked with 
helping retail workers keep stores clean 
as part of the effort to keep employees 
and customers safe from the virus. 
Autonomous floor care robots are 
providing more than 8,000 hours of 
daily work, and over 250,000 hours over 
the next 30 days, that otherwise would 
have to be done by an essential worker, 
according to Phil Duffy, vice president 
of product management and marketing 
at robotic software company Brain Corp.   
 

The cleaning robots allow workers to 
focus on other tasks that are essential 

during the COVID-19 outbreak, such 
as disinfecting high-contact surfaces, 
re-stocking, supporting customers, 
or even taking a much-needed break.   
 

Duffy said Brain Corp’s team builds 
the brains behind the robots and the AI 
technology that enables robots to operate 
in very complex and dynamic spaces 
in retail stores. The company has long 
helped robotics companies in the cleaning 
space build tools to help keep retail stores, 
airports and other facilities spotless, but 
now it’s a vital part of the effort to help 
essential workers with their tough jobs. 
 

“Robots are very good at doing the dull, 
dirty, and dangerous work. But robots 
aren’t as flexible as humans. Humans can 
do many different tasks. At retail, there 
are often several hours spent during a 
day cleaning floors as well as other tasks. 
On average, the floor cleaning of a retail 
store is about 20% of a janitor’s workload. 
But if the janitor is doing that work, then 
often they have difficulty getting to the 
really difficult tasks that are important 
today, which is the sanitation,” Duffy said.  
 

“In a retail store, there are lots of areas 
that need to be sanitized to make it safe 
for employees and for customers. Handles 
on doors, the areas around the checkout 
counter and areas on shelves now need to 
be kept clean. What robots allow people 
to do is take the monotonous work of 
cleaning the floor and allow the staff time 
to really deal with the critical elements 
such as sanitation and cleaning within 
the speciality sections of a retail store. 
That helps customers really get the level of 

clean they need and it helps provide a safe 
environment for the workers that work 
there.”

  Robots are also able to provide 
retailers with data on how often areas 
of a store need to be cleaned and other 
information that can help essential 
workers manage stores, especially 
now that staffing is at times reduced.   
 

These machines also provide a level 
of efficiency and consistency that 
can provide certainty to workers and 
customers who may be afraid of surfaces 
due to the spread of coronavirus.   
 

Brain works with airports, malls, retail 
stores warehouses and commercial sites 
across the United States, Japan and soon 
Europe, including major at major big 
box outlets like Walmart and Krogers.   
 

According to Duffy, from January to 
March 2020, Brain has seen an increase 
of 13% in average daily usage of BrainOS-
powered robots in retail locations. The 
retail industry has been an early adopter 
for robotics and many stores had been 
looking into automation long before this 
pandemic. However, COVID-19 has made 
the need for these cleaning robots more 
prevalent as they are well-suited to solve 
many of the problems essential businesses 
like retailers are experiencing now. 
 

“The heroes of coronavirus are the 
nurses, doctors in hospitals. But it’s also 
the janitors that are cleaning stores, it’s 
the retail workers that are keeping these 
places open and allowing us to live our 
lives while everyone else is on lockdown,” 
Duffy said.

“There are a lot of heroes out there, and 
really Brain Corp is trying to provide 
technology to support them.”

Source: www.techrepublic.com
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3. In comparison to other companies that 
provide the same services to industry players, 
what is Elliance i4.0 Technology Centre’s 
forte as a consultancy and solutions provider 
in IR4.0?

Our strength is that our Elliance i4.0 
Technology Centre exhibits the latest 
technologies that will instill better 
confidence amongst industry players. We 
are capable of housing these technologies, 
therefore we are also confident that we 
will be able to deliver these solutions to 
your doorstep.

4. Could you briefly explain on the Training 
& Hand-Holding programs focus on Industry 
4.0, IoT, Big Data & AI that Elliance i4.0 
Technology Centre provides?

These training programs started with the 
target audience of C-suite management 
level personnel, with a very high-
level coverage of knowledge provided. 
However, as years passes servicing the 
industry, we have also come to realize 
and produce a wider and deeper range of 
training programs, that aims more for the 

participants of the training to be able to 
walk away from the class with an excellent 
understanding of the content, and would 
be more confident in applying that 
knowledge in their respective operating 
space(s).

5. Part of the activities that Elliance i4.0 
Technology Centre provides is technology 
development on Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
& Data Analytics R&D. In your opinion, how 
is the growth of AI and Data Analytics in 
Malaysia? What are the things that should 
be focused on in the industry to elevate the 
implementation of these technologies?

The growth of AI and Data Analytics 
in Malaysia is applauded, however, the 
implementation aspect of it could prove 
to be a challenge for many an amount of 
industries. The industry should take upon 
chances to equip themselves better on 
the field of AI and Data Analytics, such 
as attending talks, seminars, even taking 
on self-improvement content sessions 
through the internet or classes, to enrich 
their knowledge on AI and Data Analytics, 
so there will not be any hesitation or doubt 
in choosing to implement it.

6. What is your opinion regarding the 
acceptance and execution of IR4.0 between 
the industry players in Malaysia, especially 
amongst SMEs? 

I feel that IR4.0 should not be wrapped 
in the stigma that it is only exclusive for 
companies that are LLC and above. IR4.0 
is for everyone, and with the help through 
the resources of Elliance i4.0 Technology 
Centre, we are confident that we will be 
able to assist SMEs of any sizes. Industry 
4.0 is the new future and we should all 
strive to look forward to it.

7. What are Elliance i4.0 Technology Centre’s 
plans in expanding the business?

We are currently based on Penang, 
Malaysia, however, we are having projects 
across the West Peninsula as of right 
now, and we are planning to expand our 
branding and business across Malaysia. 
We also had projects throughout South 
East Asia countries such as Vietnam, 
Thailand, and even a project in Taiwan 
before, so going international is one of our 
biggest goals to achieve.

8. Is the market affected due to the outbreak 
of COVID-19 worldwide? How does Elliance 
i4.0 Technology Centre deal with the current 
situation? 

As of the COVID-19 situation, it is an 
unfortunate global pandemic that is 
affecting every single industry. However, 
we have taken several measures to 
ensure our services and products remain 
available by offering them online through 
the internet. That way, we are still loyal 
to our potential customers by remaining 
open for business, while not risking our 
team’s health and safety in the process.

COVER STORY

Co-Founder / Executive Director’s 
Background

Cheng Boon Seng has been serving in 
various industries since graduated at 
Tunku Abdul Rahman College in year 
1995, where he also obtained the Bachelor 
Degree in Microelectronics from 
Campbell University, USA. Started as 
Automation Engineer in LKT Automation 
as a young graduate, where he put his 
programming skill into practice, he 
also gained much insight in Mechanical 
Design & Assembly.

His programming & system design skill 
further polished in the later jobs as Test 
Engineer in Lemtronics (Paramit) & 
Automation Manager in BAFE, new 
skills gained in the jobs are Control 
System, EE, PLC & SCADA as well. He 
has good exposure to IT world when 
he spent few years in FGAC as System 
Administrator, where he single-handedly 
set up the Network System for the whole 
organization, unknowingly, the IT 
knowledge he gained here has proven 
crucial for his later involvement in IoT and 

An Interview with Mr. Cheng Boon Seng, 
the Chief Executive Off icer (CEO) of Elliance i4.0 

Technology Centre

Industry 4.0 as these are the convergence 
of IT and OT. 

He co-founded Elliance Sdn Bhd in year 
2011, where he lead a team of talented 
programmers, system integrators 
& mechanical designers to help the 
industries to automate manufacturing 
process, implement cloud based & IoT 
application. His passion in Industry 4.0 has 
turned him into an Industry 4.0 evangelist 
for which he keeps himself occupied 
with sharing in Industry 4.0 seminars & 
guiding industries to implement Industry 
4.0 in their plants & organizations.

1. Elliance i4.0 Technology Centre provides 
consultation to industrial players to embark 
on the IR4.0 and also enhancing the business 
opportunity between partners. In general, 
how does Elliance i4.0 Technology Centre 
benefit and help the industrial players?

Elliance i4.0 Technology Centre will 
benefit industrial players in providing 
services such as Technology Exhibition, 
Consultancy, and Technical Trainings. 
We welcome industry players to our 
Technology Centre to witness, to explore, 
and to experience first-hand on the latest, 
cutting-edge industrial technologies that 
will be suitable for integration amongst 

their working and/or operating space. If 
industry players are interested, they could 
proceed with our professional consultancy 
service, where we will provide suitable 
and relevant consultation with regards 
to improving and upgrading industry 
players to a higher level of operational 
and production value. We also provide 
technical training for industry players who 
wants to improve, upgrade, or enhance 
themselves with the latest knowledge on 
the market.

2. Recently, Elliance i4.0 Technology Centre 
has signed a Memorandum of Agreement 
(MoU) with the Malaysia Productivity 
Corporation (MPC) which also witnessed the 
collaboration between government agencies, 
higher learning institutions, and technology 
companies. Mind to share with us on this 
collaboration?

Our collaboration with MPC is 
monumental and important as it would 
allow us to be recognized and endorsed 
as an official collaborator with MPC, thus 
strengthening our credibility as a top 
provider of the latest technology services. 
The collaboration would strengthen 
industry players’ trust in our Elliance i4.0 
Technology Centre.

Cloud based monitoring system.

Shop floor automation.

FMM, MPC & EEPC graced the opening ceremony.

Industry 4.0 focused training facility.

Technologies showcases.
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In The Hot Seat

An Interview with 
Advantech Co. Malaysia Sdn. Bhd. 

1. Founded in 1983, Advantech Co. is a 
leading provider of trusted, innovative 
products, services, and solutions 
that provide complete solutions for a 
wide range of applications in diverse 
industries. What are Advantech Co. 
Malaysia Sdn. Bhd.’s key to success in 
the IR4.0, as it is not widely applied yet 
in Malaysia?

We have been promoting Industry 4.0 
solutions and its awareness in Malaysia 
for the past 3 years. Our business model 
has transformed from hardware selling 
to solution selling business model to 
provide our technology, products, and 
solutions in AIoT Era (AI + IoT). One of 
our key strategies is we collaborate with 
domain focus partners enabling them to 
transform to Digital SI from traditional 
SI by providing our IoT solutions. Simply 
put, we are providing Solution Ready 
Package (SRP) which is a quick-to-market 
solution. There are 2 types of SRP

On premised SRP
Cloud-based SRP

With our SRP, we have helped our 
partners to shorten the solution 
development and enable them to focus 
on project implementation. Our SRP 
is flexible to customize to suits all the 

project requirements. In addition, we 
have established a core team, which called 
ASEAN WP. Sense focusing on IR4.0 and 
IoT solutions from business consulting to 
technical supports.

2. DF Automation & Robotics Sdn. Bhd. 
has deployed a smart medical robot 
that uses Advantech Co. technology 
since the outbreak of COVID-19. The 
smart medical robot is known as 
“Mak Cik Kiah19” is equipped with 
Advantech’s UNO-2484G edge gateway 
to support disease prevention and 
frontliners. Could you elaborate more 
on this product and how it helps in the 
pandemic?

Our embedded automation computer, 
UNO-2484G is a family of UNO-2000 
series which is fan-less and highly 
ruggedized with an embedded OS. 
UNO-2000 series are modular designs 
that provide flexible and time-to-market 
support in a variety of applications. UNO-
2000 series also includes an iDOOR 
technology that supports automation 
feature extensions such as multiple I/O 
peripherals, Industrial Fieldbus, and 
smart I/O Communication. UNO-2484G 
is powered by Intel® Core™ i7/i5/i3/
Celeron Processor with 8GB DDR4 built-

in memory. Due to the PPE shortage, DF 
Automation has developed a food delivery 
robot to the hospital to assist them to fight 
COVID-19. UNO-2484G has chosen to 
become the “heart” and “brain” for DF 
Automation’s “Mak Cik Kiah19” robot 
because of its flexibility, size, and multiple 
I/O peripherals to control its movement, 
collecting the sensors’ information and 
command its path. 

3. The pandemic has caused a 
catastrophe for most companies in 
Malaysia. How is Advantech affected 
by the recent pandemic? What are 
Advantech Co.’s objectives and 
strategies in dealing with the current 
situation? 

Advantech manufacturing facilities 
have been resumed as normal and are 
running at the full capacity.  For the sales 
and support, except China, Taiwan and 
Korea remain normal operation, most 
of Advantech office sales are in work 
from home or partial work from home 
status. Plus, to compliance with local 
enforcement, most of the region still 
appeal essential services for warehouse 
and CTOS operations, and customer 
services as well.  

In Malaysia, during MCO, Advantech 
Malaysia also obtained the MITI approval 
to operate partially to provide the 
continuous supply chain and support to 
those in essential services and industry 
partners. From a business perspective, 
Advantech Malaysia also initiated some 
key actions during this pandemic which 
are as below:

First Action- Employee WFH Practise
Second Action - Business Sustain Plan
Third Action-Business Continuity Plan

4. How does Advantech Co. plan to create 
awareness amongst the  industry 
player in Malaysia to implement and 
embrace the technologies in industry 
4.0, such as IoT and robotization?

We are proud to say that we are 
one of the pioneers in Malaysia that 
promote Industry 4.0 and IoT in Smart 
Manufacturing. We have conducted 
various events/seminars & exhibitions 
with partners in these past years. In 2018, 
we also invited our partners & customers 
to our global IoT Co-Creation Summit 
in Suzhou. In this summit, we showcased 
our solutions & partners’ solutions in all 
sectors from Industry 4.0 to Smart City 
to Intelligent healthcare. Similarly, in 
2019, Advantech Malaysia conducted a 
Co-Creation Partner Conference mainly 
focusing on Industry 4.0. We also invited 
MITI, MDEC, and Intel to be the main 
speakers for the conference.

Besides conducting events & 
collaborating with major industry players 
in Malaysia, we also strongly believe 
that we need to work with the local 
universities to promote young talents in 
creating awareness of Industry 4.0 and 
IoT. We have been working closely with 
Tunku Abdul Rahman University College 
(TARUC) and be part of their Reference 
Architectural Model Industrie 4.0 (RAMI 
4.0). Even with the recent pandemic, it did 
not stop us from promoting Industry 4.0. 
and together with our team’s efforts, we 
are constantly conducting online webinar 
with our partners.

5. Does Advantech Co. plan to expand the 
business in the third world country? 
What are the potential countries that 
Advantech. Co envisages to venture 
into and the reason behind it?

Co-creation joint venture partnership at 
domain focused industry will be the key 
investment and focus from Advantech in 
coming two to three year time. We may 
explore the business collaboration across 
ASEAN countries to embrace the journey 
of Industry 4.0 with Advantech Wise-
PaaS and SRP.

6. In your personal view, do you think 
that robots will stay post-COVID-19? 
How will emerging robot trends 
change the attitudes and perceptions 
of people toward robotics?

Robotics has been playing a big role in 
Industry 4.0. Robots and human both 
have their own strengths and limitations. 
Working together in a safe manner both 
will provide a better quality product with 
high accuracy in less time. The main aim 
of Robotics and Industry 4.0 is to improve 
productivity, produce a high-quality 
product at a low price, and meet customer 
expectations. I believe robotics are no 
longer optional but a necessity technology 
not only to improve productivity but 
also able to help to curb the spread 
of COVID-19 and necessity mean to 
avoid full production shut down in the 
future. Before COVID-19, there are few 
discussions about the usage of robotics 
that will replace certain workforce and 
thus, might result in mass unemployment. 

In my personal opinion, it is only partly 
true, because routine tasks can be easily 
substituted by robotics. However, many 
education and vocation sector have 
remodeled their courses to help unskilled 
workers to become skilled workers in the 
Industry 4.0 era. The government and 
private manufacturing sector play an 
important role to upskill their workers in 
new technologies. Some unique jobs in 
which new technologies and creativity are 
extensively used can be promoted.

Elvin Ng
Title: Advantech Asean Industrial IoT 

Sector Head

Description: Appointed as ASEAN 
Industrial IoT Sector Head with 22 years 
of experience in Industrial Automation 
and holds a Bachelor of Science from 
Missouri State University, USA.

Ivan Kong
Title: Advantech Malaysia Sales Manager

Description: Has over 7 years’ experience 
in IoT industry. As Sales Manager for 
Advantech Malaysia with focus on 
Malaysia business development and create 
eco-system business.

2019 Advantech Malaysia IoT Co-Creation Partner 
Conference at Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

2020 Advantech  Industrial-IoT World Partner 
Conference at Taipei, Taiwan.

Group Photo with Special Guests during event  
From left: Mr. Vincent Chang (Advantech HQ),  
Mr. Muhundhan (Malaysia Digital Economy  
Corporation), Ms. Vimala (Ministry of International 
Trade and Industry), and Mr. Elvin Ng (Advantech 
Malaysia).
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SPECIAL INSIGHT

Industry 4.0 is not only as relevant 
as it was before the global COVID-19 
emergency, it’s actually far more relevant 
moving forward. 

The global supply chain is experiencing 
a level of disruption that has never been 
seen before.

Some manufacturers have ceased 
production completely, some have seen 
greatly reduced demand and others have 
seen a huge increase in demand. Every 
manufacturer is impacted by this crisis 
in some way and for many this poses an 
existential threat.

Prior to the crisis, Industry 4.0 was an area 
of great interest to many manufacturers. It 
was an exciting topic with huge potential 
benefits and was widely regarded as a 
‘positive’ and future thinking topic.

Today, many of us are focused on the 
here and now. Our health and that of our 
family, friends and colleagues; the ability 
to access the food and supplies we need; 
our job security; the financial impact on 
our employers, clients and partners.

Beyond that we also have to consider the 
wider economic impact and the unknown 
amount of time it will take for things to 
return to some level of normality.

At this point it seems insensitive and 
inappropriate to discuss Industry 4.0 in 
the way it was discussed pre-crisis. The 
business drivers of Industry 4.0 pre-crisis 
were focused on competitive advantage, 
cost reduction, productivity, sustainability 
and innovation. The goal was to make well 
run businesses run better.

The focus for many manufacturers now 
is survival first and foremost and beyond 
that, damage limitation.

The immediate financial impact on 
manufacturers is already resulting in a 
huge reduction in non-essential spending 
and investments. Many Industry 4.0 
solutions currently being considered or 
being deployed fall into the category of 
non-essential business activities.

This raises a few challenging but 
pertinent questions:

·	 Is Industry 4.0 even a topic 
manufacturers should be thinking 
about?

·	 Is Industry 4.0 relevant anymore?

·	 If it is relevant, why and what role does 
it have to play moving forward?

The short answer is yes, I believe Industry 
4.0 is not only as relevant as it was before, 

I believe it is actually far more relevant 
moving forward. Here’s why.

The priorities for most manufacturers 
today fall into three distinct phases: Phase 
1 – Survival; Phase 2 – Recovery; Phase 3 
– Business as usual in the new post-crisis 
paradigm.

The goal for all manufacturers will be to 
get to Phase 3 as soon as possible and at 
the lowest cost. In defining the operating 
model for Phase 3 they will factor in 
lessons learned from the crisis and try to 
build a more resilient and agile business.

They will be asking themselves some 
fundamental questions such as:  Where 
were the weaknesses?  Where did they 
make costly decisions and why?  What 
would have helped?

I believe that the key finding will be 
that the systems and processes in place 
weren’t fit for purpose. It’s too early to say 
for certain, but it seems clear from events 
unfolding before us that one of the major 
weaknesses is a lack of real-time visibility 
across the business. Visibility that is 
essential to support critical business 
decisions.

What Is the Future for Industry 4.0 in the 
Post COVID-19 Paradigm?

Examples include:

·	What is the demand for products and 
where can we manufacture them?

·	What are our current raw material, WIP 
and finished goods inventory levels?

·	What is our manufacturing capacity, 
both in terms of human resources and 
asset availability?

·	What is our spare parts inventory and 
where are they?

·	Where our raw material shipments are 
and what alternatives do we have?

·	How is our finished goods distribution 
network operating?

Most system architectures currently 
consist of a heterogeneous mix of 
applications and data silos. This 
architecture results in latency of 
information and a lack of a single real-
time view of the business status. As soon 
as this architecture was tested beyond its 
normal operating conditions it failed, and 
this is why it is not fit for purpose.

I believe that another key learning from 
the crisis will be driven by manufacturers’ 
reliance on human capital and the 
impacts of social distancing. If we go one 
level deeper than the supply chain view, 
then manufacturing in particular will be 
highlighted as a big area for improvement.

During the crisis, production plans 
will have been changing on a much 
higher frequency as a result of changing 
demands and availability of raw materials, 
key staff and assets. Manufacturing has 
a much higher volume and frequency 
of ‘transaction’ than the supply chain. 
Manufacturing is real-time, not near real-
time.

As I write this, the recovery phase is still 
an unknown amount of time away. When 
manufacturers do begin to move into the 
recovery phase, they will still be asking 
the same questions they are asking during 
the crisis highlighted above.

Eventually, we will reach the new 
normality and manufacturers will be keen 
to make sure this cannot happen again.

The role of Industry 4.0 in the 
future

Industry 4.0  has a different role from 
today onward. Its role should be to:

1. Help make sure that more companies 
survive

2. Shorten the recovery phase and help 
return businesses to normal operations 
as soon as possible

3. Provide the platform to develop new, 
more resilient businesses in the medium 
to long term

Industry 4.0 can achieve this because 
many of the capabilities it offers could 
have greatly reduced the impact of this 
crisis on us all.

Just a few examples are:

·	Real-time visibility  into the availability 
of raw materials, finished goods, WIP, 
people and assets

·	Use of  artificial intelligence and 
machine learning to constantly reassess 
and re-plan activities

·	Robotic process automation (RPA)  to 
support non-value add labour intensive 
activities

·	The use of  mobile technology and 
augmented / virtual reality  to enable 
workers to perform tasks they were 
not trained for more easily. This could 
have assisted with skills shortages due 
to self-isolation or repurposing of 
manufacturing

·	The same technologies together 
with  digital twins and remote 
support  from OEM’s would improve 
availability of assets

·	The same technologies could also 
have enabled more  remote and virtual 

working  to help with the issue of 
lockdown and social distancing

·	3D printing  of spare parts that were 
stuck in the supply chain

·	Use of  AGV’s, autonomous electric 
vehicles and drones to again reduce the 
reliance on people and to further assist 
with social distancing.

Many of these technologies and 
solutions were seen as a nice to have. 
Many were waiting to ‘cross the chasm’ 
into mainstream adoption. Rather than 
retreating away from them, I believe we 
should be thinking about how we can use 
these technologies now and in the future.

Can any be deployed now to help deal 
with the crisis? Beyond that, how can they 
be used to help us recover more quickly 
and develop more resilient and robust 
businesses that are better equipped to deal 
with this level of disruption in the future?

There is one other critical factor in 
navigating our way out of this. I have 
felt for a very long time that  the key to 
successful digital transformation was not 
technology but collaboration.

We need to break down the traditional 
silos both within organisations and in the 
external supplier ecosystem. This has ever 
been truer than it is today and the fact that 
I can see it happening in so many different 
areas gives me a lot of hope.

I don’t have all of the answers, none of 
us do. What I do have are lots of ideas, 
a desire to make a difference and a 
willingness to listen.

Source:  www.themanufacturer.com
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Executive summary
When a global supplier of display panel 

technology experienced a sharp spike 
in quality issues related to their aging 
manufacturing controllers, they partnered 
with embedded technologies leader DFI to 
seamlessly refresh their worldwide IPCs. 
AU Optronics (AUO) is a leading supplier 
of optoelectronic solutions, including 
display panels for homes, shopping 
centers, transportation hubs, medical 
facilities and factories. With a global staff 
of more than 40,000, AUO maintains 
manufacturing operations throughout 
Asia, North America and Europe.

Challenges
AUO manufacturing facilities include 

Intel®-based controllers embedded in 
logistic storage systems and machines that 
cut glass substrates into panels suitable for
consumer and industrial displays. The 
precision machinery that drives these 
operations incorporates Intel®-based, 
motor-driver controllers running 
Windows XP. Amid the regular cadence 
of new processor technology, AUO found 
impractical to cost-effectively upgrade 
aging machines with replacement 
controllers. As quality issues increased, it 
became urgently clear that this situation 
posed a broad potential risk to operations 
in numerous facilities. AUO maintains 
approximately 10,000 embedded systems 
worldwide.

Requirements
AUO turned to embedded solutions 

leader DFI for assistance with their 
Industrial PC (IPC) technology refresh 
program. AUO needed to migrate to a 
new generation of technology without 
having to update and requalify the proven 
and trusted software that controlled their 
logistic storage system and glass cutting 
operations. The upgrade would require 
software binary compatibility so that AUO 

could service their factory-critical systems 
with minimal manufacturing downtime. 
AUO also needed the ability to customize 
controllers to machine application 
requirements. Looking forward, AUO also 

requested that the new controller solution 
provide them with a low-risk migration 
path to future processors to avoid future 
production quality issues.
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Conclusion

In the coming decades and beyond, 
the virtual machine   architecture, based 
on Intel® VT-d technology, delivered 
by DFI, will allow AUO to seamlessly 
migrate its existing software to future 
Intel®-based 4U rackmount IPCs. The DFI 
virtualized platform has enabled the AUO 
manufacturing organization to implement 
its controller-technology upgrade with 
minimal technology and business risk. 
AUO found that DFIs vast portfolio of 
embedded processing solutions, technical  
expertise, architecture/application 
services and commitment to extended-
life-cycle industrial computing made 
them the ideal solution provider for their 
IPC refresh program.

About DFI
Established in 1981, DFI is a leading 
supplier of high-performance computing 
technology worldwide. With rich 
experiences in the industry, DFI focuses 
on innovative design and manufacture of 
leading-edge board and system products 
for embedded applications that requires 
strict revision control and long-life 
availability. DFI uses the latest technology 
platforms and manufacturing techniques 
to produce cost-effective products for a 
breadth of markets in factory automation, 
medical, gaming, transportation, smart 
energy, defense, and intelligent retail. 
With its innovative design and premium 
quality management system, strict 
quality assurance system, and 100% in-
house manufacturing, DFI’s industrial-
grade solutions enable customers to 

optimize their equipment and ensure 
high reliability, long-term life cycle, and 
24/7 durability deployed in versatile 
applications. Such applications include 
medical diagnostic & imaging, ATM/
POS, industrial control, kiosk, security 
& surveillance, digital signage, gaming, 
and other embedded applications. 
In addition, DFI’s Customization 
Services (DCS) has offered reliable and 
comprehensive solutions to help many 
top vertical application providers achieve  
excellent product performance and 
unparalleled quality over the past decades. 

About AUO 
AU Optronics

Global   Leader  in  Optoelectronic  
Solutions

AU Optronics Corporation (AUO) was 
formed in September 2001 by the merger 
of Acer Display Technology, Inc. (the 
former of AUO, established in 1996) and 
Unipac Optoelectronics Corporation. 
In October 2006, AUO acquired Quanta 
Display Inc.

AUO is a global leader in optoelectronic 
solutions and now houses a staff of 
more than 40,000 throughout its global 
operations spreading across Taiwan, 
Mainland China, Japan, Singapore, South 
Korea, the United States, and Europe.
 
AUO’s complete line-up of Gen 3.5 to 
8.5 production lines provides a full range 
of panel sizes and all types of display 
applications. AUO strives to be a provider of 
total solutions through its comprehensive 
portfolio of display technologies 
and diversified product combinations. We 
provide software and hardware system 
integration, customized products with 
high diversity and small quantities, stable 
and reliable quality, and smart services 
to create even greater value with our 
customers. AUO boasts a strong R&D 
capability and large patent portfolio. Up 
to 26,200 patent applications have been 
filed by AUO as of October 2019 with 
more than 19,200 global patents approved 
to date.

Intel® Virtualization 

Technology (Intel® VT)

Virtualization abstracts hardware 
that allows multiple workloads to 
share a common set of resources. On 
shared virtualized hardware, a variety 
of workloads can co-locate while 
maintaining full isolation from each other, 
freely migrate across infrastructures, and 
scale as needed.

Businesses tend to gain significant capital 
and operational efficiencies through 
virtualization because it leads to improved 
server utilization and consolidation, 
dynamic resource allocation and 
management, workload isolation, security, 
and automation. Virtualization makes 
on-demand self-provisioning of services 
and software-defined orchestration of 
resources possible, scaling anywhere in a 
hybrid cloud on-premise or off-premise 
per specific business needs.

Intel® Virtualization Technology (Intel® 
VT) represents a growing portfolio of 
technologies and features that make 
virtualization practical by eliminating 
performance overheads and improving 
security.  Intel® Virtualization Technology 
(Intel® VT) provides hardware assist to the 
virtualization software, reducing its size, 
cost, and complexity. Special attention 
is also given to reduce the virtualization 
overheads occurring in cache, I/O, and 
memory. Over the last decade or so, a 
significant number of hypervisor vendors, 
solution developers, and users have 
been enabled with Intel® Virtualization 
Technology.

Solution
Based on extensive experience in the 

IPC industry, DFI proposed a hardware 
and software compatible controller 
tplatform solution architected to support 
both AUOs legacy and future processing 
technologies. The new Industrial PC 
provided a seamless migration path for 
AUOs legacy equipment and components.

The DFI solution utilizes the RM641-SD, 
a 6th Gen Intel® Core™ Rackmount PC, 
which runs a virtual machine monitor 
(Hypervisor), Kernel Virtual Machine 
(KVM,) and Virtual Box, enabling a series 
of PCI expansion cards to compatibly 
execute the logistics storage system and 
glass cutting machine functionality under 
Windows XP. The RM641-SD achieved 
application form, fit and function I/O 
compatibility, extending the longevity and 
reliability of the original manufacturing 
equipment.

The successful ability of the RM641-
SD to successfully support the I/O of 
both legacy and cutting-edge industrial 
computers is based upon Intel® 
Virtualization Technology for Directed 
I/O (VT-d). Intel® VT-d is a proven 
technology that provides CPU support 
for IO virtualization. Intel VT-d helps 
applications improve IPC security, 
reliability and performance of I/O devices 
in a virtualized environment. DFI works 
closely with Intel® to adapt Intel® VT-d to 
long-life-cycle industrial applications.

DFI installed a virtual machine on the 
RM641-SD, which they then configured 
to run Windows XP and application 
binaries associated with the AUO legacy 
system. With an array of PCIe and 
PCI expansion slots, the DFI platform 
supports legacy I/O, achieving application 
IO compatibility and reliability.

Intel® Virtualization Technology (Intel® 
VT) portfolio currently includes (but not 
limited to):

CPU virtualization features enable 
faithful abstraction of the full prowess of 
Intel® CPU to a virtual machine (VM). 
All software in the VM can run without 
any performance or compatibility hit, as 
if it was running natively on a dedicated 
CPU. Live migration from one Intel® CPU 
generation to another, as well as nested 
virtualization, is possible.

Memory virtualization features allow 
abstraction isolation and monitoring of 
memory on a per virtual machine (VM) 
basis. These features may also make live 
migration of VMs possible, add to fault 
tolerance, and enhance security. Example 
features include direct memory access 
(DMA)  remapping and extended page 
tables (EPT), including their extensions: 
accessed and dirty bits, and fast switching 
of EPT contexts.

I/O virtualization features facilitate 
offloading of multicore packet processing 
to network adapters as well as direct 
assignment of virtual machines to virtual 
functions, including diskI/O. Examples 
includen Intel® Virtualization Technology 
for Directed I/O (VT-d), Virtual Machine 

Device Queues (VMDQ), Single Root 
I/O Virtualization (SR-IOV, a PCI-SIG 
standard), and Intel® Data Direct I/O 
Technology  (Intel® DDIO) enhancements. 

Intel® Graphics Virtualization 
Technology (Intel® GVT) allows VMs 
to have full and/or shared assignment of 
the graphics processing units (GPU) as 
well as the video transcode accelerator 
engines integrated in Intel system on-
chip products. It enables usages such 
as workstation remoting, desktop-as 
a-service, media streaming, and online 
gaming.

Virtualization of Security and Network 
functions enables transformation 
of traditional network and security 
workloads into compute. Virtual  unctions 
can be deployed on standard high volume 
servers anywhere in the data center, 
network nodes, or cloud, and smartly 
co-located with business workloads. 
Examples of technologies making it 
happen include Intel® QuickAssist 
Technology (Intel® QAT) and the Data 
Plane Development Kit (DPDK).
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SUCCESS STORY

Telehealth Provides Valuable Link for 
Multi-Patient Care and Isolation Hardships

In the fight against coronavirus, 
telehealth platforms with computer vision 
and smart cameras are helping to keep 
healthcare workers and patients safe and 
isolated communities more connected.

The COVID-19 pandemic has ushered in 
a wave of healthcare technology designed 
to make patient care efficient for providers. 
With medical staff facing long hours and 
an exponentially increasing number of 
infected patients at hospitals and clinics, 
providers are using telehealth platforms to 
deliver virtual care and reduce the spread 
of infectious diseases.

Developments in computer vision, 
cameras, and algorithms that process 3D 
images allow medical staff to accurately 
observe multiple patients from afar. One 
solution integrator focused on patient 
monitoring technology is North Kansas 
City, MO-based Cerner. 

An Intel partner,  Cerner  has built a 
remote health monitoring platform, the 

Image credit: Cerner

Cerner Patient Observer. The system is 
currently in use at several medical facilities 
and senior assisted care communities 
nationwide. 

Monitoring Multiple Patients

The Cerner Patient Observer uses a 
handful of connected IoT technologies to 
gather imaging data from patient rooms. 
Embedded in the Cerner Patient Observer 
is an Intel® RealSense™ D415 camera that 
provides 3D scanning, depth perception, 
and a wide-angle view of the room. The 
solution continuously transmits video, 
which is processed using algorithms that 
can detect patient movement. The data 
can determine if the patient is at risk, for 
instance, for a fall. If it senses a possible 
fall, the system will trigger an immediate 
automated alert. 

To maintain security and privacy, all 
monitoring workstations in the Cerner 
Patient Observer are placed in a secured 
location, away from public viewing areas, 

and only authorized personnel are allowed 
to enter. The video data is encrypted and 
secured per HIPAA guidelines.

Patient privacy can be enhanced by 
switching the camera system to a privacy 
mode that displays a line-drawing 
representation of the room, while still 
enabling the monitor attendant to 
visualize the room and  be alerted to 
potential incidents to prevent a fall.

A staff member monitoring the device 
can simultaneously observe up to 12 
patients using a 43” 4K UHD monitor, a 15-
inch touchscreen, and a communication 
system to interact with individual patients 
as well as nurses, doctors, security, and 
others in the hospital.

 The camera has built-in infrared that 
lets the monitoring technician view 
patients and receive alerts, even if the 
room is completely dark. In addition to 
the embedded camera, a second camera 
can be placed on top to provide additional Image credit: Cerner

telehealth or surveillance applications.

The main goal for the technology 
is to improve patient outcomes with 
automated, around-the-clock monitoring. 
Health providers who have the system in 
place are also reporting another significant 
benefit: cost reductions in staffing needs. 
John Shilaos, Solution Leader,   Cerner 
Virtual Health noted in a recent interview 
that a 600-bed facility in the Northeast 
that uses the solution avoided $2 million 
from what it would have spent last year on 
staff solely to watch its patients.

Providing Engagement and Care for At-
Risk Communities

In addition to telehealth applications 
inside care centers, remote monitoring 
solutions are also coming to the aid of 
older populations who are in isolation due 
to the coronavirus pandemic. 

Los Angeles-based  Uniper-Care 
Technologies, a telehealth and social 
engagement company, provides a cross-
platform service that enables older adults 
and at-risk individuals in isolation to 
connect and engage with healthcare 
professionals, access live and interactive 

health and wellness programs, and 
communicate with family and friends.

Social Distancing Challenges

The service is designed to  help the at-
risk, older adult population and healthcare 
systems cope with the extensive social 
isolation caused by coronavirus. The 
Uniper platform can be used at a person’s 
home or in an assisted living center. 

Uniper sped up the development of 
its cross-platform service to relieve 
the loneliness, isolation, and anxiety 
that results from social distancing. The 
Uniper communication service and its 
connectivity apps are available through 
the Uniper TV kit/connection box and as 
a web service.

The Uniper remote connection service 
can be accessed via any television, 
tablet, mobile device, desktop, or laptop. 
Healthcare delivery systems, facilities, 
insurance payers, and other healthcare 
and senior care providers can sign up 
to partner with Uniper and offer the 
accessible service to their members or 
clients. 

Source: www.theiotintegrator.com

Uniper’s connected platform provides 
seniors with:

Daily live and interactive community 
activities;

Recorded health and wellness 
programs;

Remote access to telecare with doctors 
and other healthcare professionals;

The ability to play games with other 
subscribers;

Connectivity for real-time video 
sessions with family.

“Many more people are now suffering 
from low social determinants of health 
because of the necessary safety measures 
that coronavirus has dictated,” says Avi 
Price, co-Founder and COO of Uniper, in 
a recent statement.

“Our goal is to provide a sustainable 
solution for our health partners and 
our older adult, at-risk and isolated 
community members. We want to help 
our health partners keep their members 
physically, mentally, and socially healthy 
by connecting them to family, community 
members, and healthcare professionals.”
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Artificial Intelligence

Artificial intelligence has already 

played a vital role in the outbreak 

since day 1, a reminder for the first 

time in a while that it can be a tool 

for good.

AI has gotten something of a bad rap in 
recent years, but the COVID-19 pandemic 
illustrates how AI can do a world of good 
in the race to find a vaccine. AI is playing 
two important supporting roles in this 
quest: suggesting components of a vaccine 
by understanding viral protein structures, 
and helping medical researchers scour 
tens of thousands of relevant research 
papers at an unprecedented pace. Over the 
last few weeks, teams at the Allen Institute 
for AI, Google DeepMind, and elsewhere 
have created AI tools, shared data sets and 
research results, and shared them freely 
with the global scientific community.

Vaccines imitate an infection, causing 
the body to produce defensive white-
blood cells and antigens. There are  three 
main types of vaccines: whole-pathogen 
vaccines, like those for the flu or MMR, 

AI Can Help Scientists 
Find a COVID-19 Vaccine

Illustration: Science Source 

use killed or weakened pathogens to elicit 
an immune response; subunit vaccines, 
(e.g., pertussis, shingles) use only part of 
the germ, such as a protein; and nucleic 
acid vaccines inject genetic material of the 
pathogen into human cells to stimulate an 
immune response. The latter is the type of 
vaccine targeting  COVID-19  that began 
trials this week in the United States. AI is 
useful in accelerating the development of 
subunit and nucleic acid vaccines.

An essential part of viruses, proteins 
are made up of a sequence of amino 
acids that determine its unique 3D shape. 
Understanding a protein’s structure is 
essential to understanding how it works. 
Once the shape is understood, scientists 
can develop drugs that work with the 
protein’s unique shape. But it would take 
longer than the age of the known universe 
to examine all possible shapes of a protein 
before finding its unique 3D structure. 
Enter AI.

In January, Google DeepMind 
introduced  AlphaFold, a cutting-edge 

system that predicts the 3D structure of 
a protein based on its genetic sequence. 
In early March, the system was put 
to the test on  COVID-19. DeepMind 
released protein structure predictions of 
several under-studied proteins associated 
with SARS-CoV-2, the virus that 
causes COVID-19, to help the research 
community better understand the virus.

At the same time, researchers from 
The University of Texas at Austin and 
the National Institutes of Health used 
a popular biology technique to create 
the  first 3D atomic scale map  of the 
part of the virus that attaches to and 
infects human cells—the spike protein. 
The team responsible for this critical 
breakthrough had spent years working 
on other coronaviruses, including 
SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV. One of 
the predictions released by AlphaFold 
provided an accurate prediction for this 
spike structure.

Another effort at the  University of 
Washington’s Institute for Protein 

Design  also used computer models to 
develop  3D atomic-scale models of the 
SARS-CoV-2 spike  protein that closely 
match those discovered in the UT 
Austin lab. They are now building on 
this work by creating new proteins to 
neutralize coronavirus. In theory, these 
proteins would stick to the spike protein 
preventing viral particles from infecting 
healthy cells.

More broadly, scientific research on 
COVID-19 requires a Herculean effort 
to keep up with the results emerging 
from other labs. Learning about work 
at another lab can save months or 
even years of work by moving past a 
blind alley, avoiding reinventing the 
wheel, or suggesting a shortcut. Labs 
report their work via published articles 
and increasingly via preprint services 
like bioRxiv and medRxiv.

Several thousand papers relevant to 
COVID-19 have appeared in the first 
three months of 2020, and the scientific 
literature is growing rapidly. As a result, 
scientists struggle to find the papers 
relevant to their specific research, to 
review the breadth of recent findings, and 
uncover insights. The first challenge is to 
collect the relevant literature and put it in 
a single, accessible location. In response, 
we at Allen Institute for AI have partnered 
with several research organizations to 
produce the  COVID-19 Open Research 
Dataset (CORD-19), a unique resource 
of over 44,000 scholarly articles about 
COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2, and related 
coronaviruses. It’s updated daily as 
new research is published. This freely 
available data set is machine-readable, so 
researchers can create and apply natural-
language processing algorithms, and 
hopefully accelerate the discovery of a 
vaccine.

A coalition including the  White 
House, the  Chan Zuckerberg Initiative, 
Georgetown University’s  Center for 
Security Technology, Microsoft Research, 
and the  National Library of Medicine  of 

the National Institutes of Health came 
together to provide this service. In 
addition, Google’s machine-learning and 
data science platform Kaggle is hosting 
the  COVID-19 Research Challenge, 
which aims to provide a broad range of 
insights about the pandemic, including 
the natural history; transmission and 
diagnostics for the virus; lessons from 
previous epidemiological studies; and 
more. The research challenge was released 
on March 16. Within five days it had 
already garnered over 500,000 views, 
and been downloaded more than 18,000 
times. Recent findings from the research 
community are  curated on a single 
webpage for quick reference.

The most tantalizing prospect for 
automated analysis of the scientific 
literature is that AI will connect the dots 
between studies to identify hypotheses 
and suggest experiments, and even 
treatment that would otherwise be 
missed. Literature-based discovery is a 
class of analysis methods invented by 
the researcher Don R. Swanson in 1988. 
His automated system discovered a novel 
treatment for migraines: magnesium. 
Work on literature-based discovery has 
continued, and its potential impact has 
grown with the introduction of deep-
learning-based NLP tools such as SciBert.

In addition to supporting the research 
community in their efforts to understand 
the virus and develop treatments, AI 
has played a vital role in the COVID-19 
outbreak since day 1. AI start 
up Bluedot detected a cluster of unusual 
pneumonia cases in Wuhan in late 
December and accurately predicted where 
the virus might spread.  Robots  have 

been reducing human interaction by 
disinfecting hospital rooms, moving food 
and supplies, and delivering telehealth 
consultations. AI is being used to  track 
and map the spread of infection  in 
real time,  diagnose infections,  predict 
mortality risk, and more. And the 
potential for future innovation cannot be 
overlooked.

Despite this burst of activity, we 
emphasize that AI is far from a silver 
bullet in fighting COVID-19. On the 
contrary, modern AI methods require 
large amounts of labelled data to be 
effective, and that data isn’t currently 
available. Even when data is available, 
human judgment is essential to carefully 
analyze AI’s pattern recognition.

While the jury is still out on AI’s 
contributions in the coming weeks, it’s 
clear that the AI community has enlisted 
to fight COVID-19. It is ironic that the 
AI which has caused such consternation 
with facial recognition, deep fakes, and 
such is now at the front lines of helping 
scientists confront COVID-19 and future 
pandemics.

Contrary to its depiction in science 
fiction stories and Hollywood films, AI 
has emerged as a powerful technology 
for processing massive amounts of 
information. As such, it can be used 
beneficially but also to  forge documents, 
images, videos, or even identities, to 
perpetuate biases, for surveillance, and 
worse. Our use of AI to fight COVID-19 
reminds us that AI is a tool, not a being, 
and it’s up to us to employ this tool for the 
common good.

Source: www.wired.com
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Pattern recognition and anomaly detection 
provide insight into unwanted behavior, 
but mainstream techniques may be missing 
subtle clues.

Today’s organizations use machine 
learning to identify patterns and outliers 
that represent potential threats and 
vulnerabilities. A classic challenge for 
cybersecurity vendors is that a high 
percentage of false positives can cause 
“alert fatigue.” Alert fatigue is dangerous 
because it causes humans to ignore a 
threat they’re trying to prevent. The other 
problem is false negatives that fail to 
detect the unwanted behavior.

Despite all the cybersecurity investments 
companies make, they’re often one step 
behind cybercriminals because some 
patterns are too subtle to detect.

Sometimes a step change is necessary 
to make a significant impact. That’s what 
Ronald Coifman, Phillips professor of 
mathematics at Yale University, and 
Amir Averbuch, professor of computer 
science at Tel Aviv University, have been 
attempting to do for the past decade. They 
developed a set of “artificial intuition” 
algorithms that identify faint signals in 
big data that other approaches miss.

What is artificial intuition?

“Artificial intuition” is an easy term 
to misunderstand because it sounds 
like artificial emotion and artificial 
empathy. However, it differs significantly. 
Researchers are working on artificial 
emotion so that machines can mimic 
human behavior more accurately. 
Artificial empathy aims to identify a 
human’s state of mind in real time. So, 
for example, chatbots, virtual assistants 

Artificial Intuition Takes Pattern 
Recognition to a New Level

and care robots can respond to humans 
more appropriately in context. Artificial 
intuition is more like human instinct 
because it can rapidly assess the totality 
of a situation, including very subtle 
indicators of specific activity.

Coifman said “computational intuition” 
is probably a more accurate term 
since his team’s algorithms analyze 
relationships in data instead of analyzing 
data values, which is typically how AI 
works. Specifically, his algorithms can 
identify new and previously undetected 
patterns such as cybercrime occurring in 
what appear to be benign transactions. 
For example, Coifman and Averbuch’s 
algorithms have identified $1 billion 
worth of nominal money transfers (e.g., 
$25 worth) from millions of bank accounts 
in different countries that funded a well-
known terrorist group.

Banks have traditionally used rules-
based thresholds to identify potential 
crime, such as transfers or withdrawals of 
$10,000 or more from US-based accounts. 
More recently, banks have been using 
machine learning to monitor account 

transactions. Now, US customers receive 
alerts when transfers or withdrawals of 
hundreds or thousands of dollars have 
been initiated, well below the traditional 
$10,000 level.

Coifman and Averbuch’s algorithms are 
commercially available as a platform from 
data analytics company  ThetaRay, which 
the two co-founded. Top-tier global 
banks use the technology to identify 
ATM hacking schemes, fraud, and money 
laundering in order to prevent criminals 
from funding and profiting from human 
tracking, terrorism, narcotics trafficking, 
and other illegal activities. Other 
customers include nuclear facilities and 
IoT device manufacturers. The algorithms’ 
potential use cases are virtually unlimited 
since they detect subtle patterns.

For example, retailers could use 
them to better understand customers’ 
buying behavior in and across store 
locations, improving the accuracy of 
product placement and dynamic pricing. 
Pharmaceutical companies could use 
them to identify previously undetected 
drug contraindication patterns in and 

Image: Metamorworks - stock.adobe.com

across populations, which could improve 
patient safety and the organization’s 
potential risk/liability profile. Law 
enforcement agencies could use the 
algorithms to identify human and sex 
traffickers and their victims faster. Deep 
fakes would be easier to pinpoint.

How artificial intuition algorithms work

Unlike building a quantitative model 
on a given classifier or understanding 
whether an image deals with a specific 
topic, Coifman and Averbuch’s algorithms 
understand interrelationships in data. 
They also build a language by representing 
it as points in  Euclidean space. The 
geometry of the points represents the 
overall configuration or “big picture” of 
what’s being observed. The “intuitive” part 
is filling in information gaps to provide 
insight on the data configurations based 
on the interrelationships of their internal 
language.

“We started more than 10 years ago, 
taking complex time series [data], images 
and things like that and understanding 
their internal language. It was done 
by conventional model building at the 
time,” said Coifman. “Beyond that, it 
became quite apparent that one way of 
synthesizing a lot of pieces of data is by 
building some sort of structural operators 
on it and eigenvectors do that.»

For example, when humans solve a 
jigsaw puzzle, they look for pieces with 

similar characteristics, such as colors, and 
assemble them into small patches. The 
patches are subsequently assembled into 
larger patches until the image is complete. 
By comparison, Coifman and Averbuch’s 
algorithms can understand what is being 
observed without having to assemble the 
smaller pieces first.

“We discovered very quickly that once 
you write down the affinity or connection 
between puzzle pieces that you get a matrix 
and the eigenvectors of that matrix,” said 
Coifman. “The first few give you the 
big picture, and they also tell you at any 
location of the puzzle which pieces of the 
puzzle relate to that particular patch.”

Practically speaking, the algorithms 
have been able to identify suspicious and 
dangerous activity.

One of the algorithms computes 
eigenvectors (which is a linear algebra 
concept). It defines context by building 
simple models of contextual puzzle pieces 
and patches at different scales of assembly 
to determine the fits, misfits, missing 
pieces and pieces that are in the wrong 
place.

An example of that was identifying micro 
(cent-level) transactions that added up to 
a $20 million breach in one month, which 
popular security mechanisms would have 
missed for two reasons: First, the low 
value of the individual transactions is 
too small to trigger alerts. Second, if the 

individual transactions aren’t considered, 
then it’s impossible to derive a pattern 
from them. Coifman and Averbuch’s 
algorithm uses diffusion or inference 
geometry to determine interrelationships 
in data, which is achieved with deep nets 
as the computational infrastructure.

“What is usually missing in the deep net 
approach is the geometry of the data and 
the relationship between various contexts 
within the data to each other,” said 
Coifman. “The definition of context is not 
something that’s [typically] done. If it is 
done, it may be done because somebody 
gives you external information.”

Deep nets also do not inherently generate 
language or the relationship between 
context and language, both of which 
Coifman and Averbuch’s algorithms also 
do.

Hitting a moving target

ThetaRay CEO Mark Gazit said that 
because cybercrime tactics change so 
quickly and they’re multidimensional, 
they’re too sophisticated for systems that 
rely on models, rules, signatures and 
classic machine learning.

“We’re detecting the unknown 
unknowns when you don’t know what 
pattern to look for,” said Gazit. “Banks 
are using our software to continuously 
analyze financial transactions, zillions 
of bits of information and then with 
very little human intervention, without 
writing rules, models or knowing what 
we’re looking for, the system identifies 
issues like human trafficking, sex slavery, 
terrorist funding and narco trafficking, 
bad stuff.”

Bottom line, there’s a new sheriff in 
town, and it differs computationally from 
mainstream AI-based systems. It identifies 
very faint signals in the cacophony of 
big data noise that cybercriminals hope 
targets will miss.

Ronald Coifman

Mark Gazit

Source: www.informationweek.com
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1. Sales prioritisation

Sales and business development 
are suffering and  AI-powered sales 
performance solutions can help. So-
called propensity models can identify 
which customers are most likely to buy 
a product or service from a company, 
says Dr Tom Davenport, president’s 
distinguished professor of information 
technology and management at Babson 
College, Massachusetts. These models can 
help those working in sales improve their 
productivity and effectiveness, by showing 
them which customers to prioritise.

“For brands, having insight into what 
their customers think and want has always 
been a key priority, but the COVID-19 
pandemic has made this understanding 
even more critical,” says Chris Colley, 
principal of customer experience at 
Medallia. But he notes, at the same time, 
collecting data on what customers think 
has become more challenging. As people 
stay at home, consumers have shifted from 
personal interactions, where they provide 
direct feedback, to digital interactions. 

“Instead of visiting a bank branch where 
they can speak to the cashier, they are 
more likely to be banking online,” says 
Colley. “As it’s no longer possible to eat out, 
they’ll be ordering online deliveries. The 
same pattern is being replicated in sectors 
across the board. This shift is creating a 
ton of new, unstructured data, which can 
be hard to make sense of.” That’s where AI 
solutions can cut through the noise and 
find out what consumers feel and need.

2. Matching demand and supply

Companies are interested in matching 
demand and supply, and that’s going 
to be really critical coming out of this 
crisis,” says Davenport at Babson College. 
“The good news is there’s more and more 
external data available on demand.” 
A big steel company, for example, has 
information about the various factors that 
might influence demand for steel, such 
as the demand for automobiles. These 
demand measures depend on external 
data that’s used to match up to what their 
supply chains can produce. “So that you’re 
not producing more than you need to 

satisfy demand and you’re not leaving 
unfulfilled demand out there,” he says.

AI solutions can analyse this external 
data. But, as Davenport points out, AI 
typically relies on data from the past, while 
the COVID-19 crisis is unprecedented. 
Therefore, companies have to ensure they 
use data that is representative. He says: “I 
suspect that in some industries, the past 
will be a better guide to present and future 
activity than it is in others.”

Using AI to Cope in the 
Coronavirus Era

Artificial Intelligence

COVID-19 is having serious implications for businesses across the globe, as they adapt to the ‘new normal’ of operating an 
organisation remotely. Here are seven business functions at risk and the AI solutions that could help

Davenport notes that we do have data 
from the 2008 financial crash to go 
on, but the current crisis is happening 
at a faster rate and its consequences 
might differ. There are, however, some 
industries where spending patterns 
might continue at similar rates, such as 
groceries and consumer staples. “People 
have to buy detergent, no matter what,” 
he says. Conversely, expensive consumer 
goods might struggle. Data from the last 
financial crisis might give some indication 
of how much demand there might be.

3. Document and identity verification

AI can work on identity and document 
verification, says Dr Terence Tse, associate 
professor of finance at ESCP Business 
School. Think of a bank, for instance, 
that needs to verify its customers for on 
boarding and compliance. This is often 
done by human checkers, who check 
payslips or driving licences. “It’s a very 
costly, inefficient process,” says Tse.

Instead, AI can be used to “quickly 
identify the type of ID document 
captured, determine if the security 
features of the ID are present, perform 
face-matching – comparing the picture 
in the ID to the person in the selfie – and 
even help determine whether the person 
is physically present”, says Robert Prigge, 
chief executive at Jumio.

“For the past few years, digital account 
opening has been at the top of the list of 
technologies organisations intend to add 
or replace, but COVID-19 is pushing this 
element of  digital transformation  to the 
front of the line,” says Prigge.

4. Back-office tasks

AI-powered cognitive assistants  can 
perform a company’s back-office tasks. 
This includes ordering new credit cards, 
issuing refunds or cancelling orders, says 
Faisal Abbasi, UK managing director at 
Ipsoft. He notes: “When the cognitive 
assistant is unable to handle a task due 
to its complexity, this can be seamlessly 
handed over to human agents to manage. 
This ensures the time of those team 
members is spent solving the most 
challenging problems and focused on 
value-add activities.”

This process is often referred to as 
robotic process automation (RPA) and 
is increasingly combined with machine-
learning. It spans all sorts of back-office 
service operations, as long as they are 
structured tasks, such as automating the 
claims processes of insurance companies 
or banks.

“Almost all the companies that I talked 
to about RPA said, ‘Oh, we’re just using 
it to free up people to do more creative, 
less structured work’,” says Davenport at 
Babson College. But he notes that if the 
current COVID-19 crisis leads to a severe 
recession, which seems likely, companies 
will use it to replace workers. “My guess is 
that it’s going to contribute to substantial 
job losses or at least slower growth of 
employment after the recession because 
companies will have automated a fair 
amount of work,” he says.

5. Cash-flow forecasting

Over the next few months, cash flow 
is likely to continue to be a serious 
concern for smaller businesses as revenue 
streams dry up. But there are a number 
of forecasting AI solutions that can help. 
“Cash flow is always an issue in difficult 
economies,” says Babson College’s 
Davenport. AI solutions are already in 
place that analyse data for the purpose of 
cash-flow forecasting.

One important caveat is “you have to 
make sure you have the right data period 
to create models that would be useful for 
this current environment”, he says. Once 
again, AI can only help if the data we feed 
it is representative.

“You have to go back to recessionary 
environments to ask, what were your cash 
needs in the past? And again, it’s difficult 
because this recession appears to be 
happening much faster,” says Davenport. 
Economic data comes in slowly and 
a recession is typically defined as two 
quarters of negative GDP growth. He 
adds: “We won’t have this data until the 
end of June. But I think there is not much 
doubt among economists that we’re in a 
recession already.”
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6. Medical support

The COVID-19 crisis has put 
unprecedented pressure on NHS staff 
as public health has taken centre stage. 
“Medical services have been terribly 
shaken and our beloved NHS may be near 
a coup de grâce,” says Dr Alex Ribeiro-
Castro, data scientist and senior teaching 
fellow at Imperial College Business School 
in London.

He says health tech may offer a 
temporary buffer to allow non-critical 
ailments to be treated, leaving clinics and 
hospitals free to focus on critical cases. An 
example is Doctorlink, which provides 
online doctor’s appointments and has 
algorithms that can provide medically 
endorsed diagnostics. Another is Babylon 
Health, which is building an AI-based 
health app that can help diagnose patients’ 
issues. It’s effectively a chatbot that can 
“translate layman’s language into medical 
terminology and deduce what may be 
causing the pain”, says Ribeiro-Castro.

Dinesh Venugopal, president at Mphasis 
Direct & Digital, says: “AI-based chatbots 
and robot-advisory services can very well 
be useful in relieving the administrative 
burden on extremely busy and under-
resourced healthcare staff, automating 
processes such as screening patients 
for symptoms and recording necessary 
information.” By reducing the amount of 
face-to-face interaction between patients 
and hospital staff, this goes a long way to 
lessening the risk of spreading infection, 
he says.

7. Staff demand, supply and 
infrastructure

Given that many employees may have 
to self-isolate during the COVID-19 
outbreak, AI can analyse the number of 
staff needed. “AI companies get requests 
from their clients to identify if they are 
likely to even have enough workers to 
staff a railroad,” says Davenport at Babson 
College. In this case, AI can help to match 
demand and supply, but from a labour 
standpoint. “If companies are laying off 
people, they’d like to know it’s the right 
number of people. Making sure you have 

Source: www.raconteur.net

enough people to staff a particular train or 
a production shaft could be quite difficult.”

Transportation companies represent 
a significant component of a country’s 
infrastructure. “They are faced with an 
unfortunate  Catch-22  situation: we, as a 
society, need to keep critical infrastructure 
and its employees healthy, however not all 
of them can manage critical infrastructure 
remotely,” says Ribeiro-Castro at Imperial 
College Business School.

What’s more, semi-automation is already 
implemented  in certain forms of public 
transport. Ribeiro-Castro cites Navya, a 
company that designs and manufactures 
autonomous vehicles, such as shuttle 
buses at airports or theme parks. “AI is 
already being used more generally in the 
transportation sector to do things such as 
increase passenger safety, reduce traffic 
congestion and accidents, lessen carbon 
emissions, and also minimise overall 
financial expense.”

FROM ACADEMIC THEORY TO 
FACTORY FLOOR REALITY
The In-Sight D900 puts the power of deep learning at your fingertips
The In-Sight® D900 Deep Learning Vision System allows non-programmers to benefit from the 
transformative power of AI. Running In-Sight ViDi™ software, it solves your most challenging OCR, 
assembly verification, and defect detection applications without the need for a PC. The In-Sight 
D900’s combination of power, accessibility and ease helps you inspect the previously uninspectable, 
delivering fast, consistent and accurate results.

Learn more at www.cognex.com/D900
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  The technologies of the future we saw 
portrayed in books, movies and TV 
shows 20 years ago, such as video calling 
and handheld computers, are now so 
commonplace they have lost their “wow” 
factor. However, as we continue to look 
towards the future, new advancements 
on the horizon like full-service Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) personal assistants with 
multitasking capabilities have captured 
the business world’s attention.

Today, you or maybe an assistant still 
handle mundane tasks like scheduling 
appointments, arranging travel, 
coordinating meetings and even ordering 
office supplies —  and some of today’s 
AI personal assistants can handle one 
or two of them. In the near future, AI 
personal assistants will undoubtedly 
automate nearly all of these manual, 
time-consuming tasks, as well as gain the 
ability to multitask like the most efficient 
humans.

But those days aren’t here just yet.

Why Aren't Full-Service and 

Multitasking AI Personal Assistants 

Here Yet?

AI is characterized by a few key abilities:

Learn:  An AI system is given an 
objective and provided ways to measure 
how effectively that objective is reached. 
The AI system then uses its experience 
in trying to reach that goal to improve 
its process for later iterations.

Perceive:  An AI system gathers 
information about its conditions and 
filters out useless information based on 
what it has learned.

Adapt: An AI system develops different 
options when conditions change.

Make decisions:  An AI system selects 
from its different options autonomously.

In some contexts, such as playing chess, 
AI’s effectiveness is easily quantified 
by its ability to rate itself and improve 
its performance. In other cases, such 

as maintaining calendars, making 
appointments and scheduling meetings, 
its effectiveness can be more difficult to 
measure. Determining how effectively 
an AI personal assistant is at completing 
tasks like these is subjective and might not 
include quantifiable factors, such as how 
busy your schedule is and whether you 
were given enough lead time to prepare.

Moreover, AI systems aren’t equipped 
with intuition. In humans, intuition helps 
to narrow down options when knowledge 
is incomplete. For example, an AI weather 
bot wouldn’t have a problem calculating 
the probability that a rainstorm will hit 
Seattle in the next three days but an AI 
personal assistant would have difficulty 
rearranging your schedule in case of bad 
weather.

Those current shortcomings are what 
needs to be addressed before AI personal 
assistants can play a more comprehensive 
role in supporting today’s executives and 
business owners.

Full-Service Multitasking AI 

Personal Assistants Will Be Here 

Soon

We’ll see multitasking AI personal 
assistants soon for a few reasons: AI 
software and hardware are improving 
quickly. These complex systems can run 
without requiring a supercomputer. 
And finally, the technology has begun to 
develop ways of helping AI interact with 
people.

While some of the  deep learning 
and decision-making  needed for truly 
complex AI is still being developed, AI 
interfaces have advanced by leaps and 
bounds in the past few years. And there’s 

When Can We Expect Our AI 
Personal Assistants?
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no reason to believe that won’t continue 
in the years ahead — and at a much faster 
rate.

For example, natural language interfaces 
are now standard for many uses, such 
as cell phones and smart speakers 
that respond to spoken —  rather than 
typed —  questions and instructions. 
Overcoming this barrier is an important 
step towards further development of AI 
personal assistants.

Similarly, AI has become better at 
intuiting preferences from behavior. AI 
systems are used on social networking 
systems to predict the articles and videos 
you would like to see. It is a small step for 
these same systems to book your preferred 
flight itineraries and hotels when you 
travel based on your previous decisions.

Source: www.cmswire.com

How Will Full-Service Multitasking 

AI Personal Assistants Benefit 

Your Business?

The exact benefits of AI personal 
assistants are unquantifiable. You’ll be 
using them to assist with your own unique 
business processes. However, many 
general benefits will fall under these two 
categories:

1. Efficiency:  AI personal assistants will 
be more efficient at handling your 
mundane tasks. Chatbots already 
manage help desk phone calls and 
online chats more efficiently than 
human agents.

2. Productivity:  AI personal assistants 
will free up your staff to handle tasks 
that can’t be automated yet. For 

example, rather than scheduling and 
coordinating meetings, your staff 
can prepare content for meetings. 
Moreover, AI personal assistants will be 
less expensive and can work around the 
clock.

AI personal assistants still have a ways to 
go before they can provide full service and 
multitasking capabilities. However, once 
developed, AI personal assistants will 
be able to make processes more efficient 
and optimized, freeing up people’s time 
to focus on more complex and engaging 
responsibilities.
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There may soon be healthcare robots that 
are capable of holding a conversation 
with more than one person at a time. It 
is a project designed by AI and robotics 
experts to help older people but could also 
be used to help handle virus outbreaks 
like the Coronavirus pandemic.

Seeing how transmissible these viruses 
are, it is a conversation that is so relevant 
today. This level of innovation could really 
challenge what we consider “normal”. 
The hands-free speech interface of this 
magnitude could be more in demand in 
possible future outbreaks.

Robots in healthcare are not new  as 
some hospitals reportedly have robots 
performing menial tasks like shifting 
supplies and patient records.

Socially Pertinent Robots in 
Gerontological Healthcare  (SPRING) 
will develop new robots which can deal 
with multiple people in social situations. 

Robots Controlling Spread of Virus: 
A Potential Game Changer

This drive will develop new research 
into conversational AI, computer vision, 
machine learning and human-robot 
interaction alongside human behaviour 
analysis.

This groundbreaking technology  could 
be so impactful right now as there will 
be lesser chances of spreading the virus if 
robots were tending to the infected. The 
drawback now, however, is SPRING is a 
four-year project. Either way, here are a 
few impacts such technology could have 
made:

·	Robots are designed to be able to carry 
out repetitive and monotonous tasks so 
human staff have more energy to tend 
to issues that require human decision-
making skills, creativity and most of all 
care and empathy.

·	They are created to undertake tasks 
potentially dangerous for humans like 
testing solutions and would be so useful 

in emergency situations that could 
be harmful in a pandemic like we are 
currently experiencing.

·	In terms of aiming for a germ-free 
environment in healthcare and 
everywhere else could, it would be more 
effective in disinfection activities.

·	We hear news of how lonely so many 
COVID-19 infected have been, well, 
with the advancement of robotics and 
AI that could be eliminated as well.

This technology could revolutionize 
the future of healthcare, we all just need 
to be better prepared, be welcoming and 
adapt to this not so distant possibilities of 
change that come with science.

COVID-19

Source: www.edgeprop.my 

Malaysian Scientists Build Robots to 
Help Out in COVID-19 Wards  

Malaysian scientists have created mobile 
robots they hope will make the rounds in 
hospitals to check on COVID-19 patients, 
reducing health workers’ risk of infection, 
say reports.

One such creation is the Medibot, a 
1.5m tall white robot, equipped with a 
camera and screen via which patients can 
communicate remotely with medics, and 
can even check the formers’ temperatures, 
reported AFP.

Medibot is built by scientists at the 
International Islamic University Malaysia.

It is aimed at helping nurses and 
doctors working on the wards with social 
distancing, Zulkifli Zainal Abidin, a 
member of the team behind the invention, 
told AFP.

Medibot cost about RM15, 000 to 
develop, and the university wants to test 
it soon in its own private hospital, which 
does not treat virus patients, revealed 
Zulkifli.

If it is successful, the scientists hope 
it can be used in government hospitals 
where people with COVID-19 are warded.

Meanwhile, another robot is called 
MCK19 or Makcik Kiah 19 built by a team 
made up of researchers from Universiti 
Teknologi Malaysia (UTM), Hospital 
Canselor Tuanku Muhriz UKM (HUKM), 
and local tech company DF Automation 
and Robotics.

Bernama reported that MCK19 is 
designed to be able to navigate automously 
into a patient’s room, assisting doctors 
and nurses deliver food and medication 
without the risk of infection.

Medibot being used to talk to a patient. (Photo by International Islamic University)

Makcik Kiah 19 (DF Automation and Robotics)

“The usage of these robots will reduce the 
exposure of healthcare professionals and 
frontliners to Patients under Investigation 
(PUI) that may be highly contagious and 
need to be in isolation, the MCK19 team 
explained.

“Hence, it would also decrease the need 
for Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 
as hospitals are facing a global shortage.”

COVID-19
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PROCUREMENT CORNER
A. Schulman Plastics (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
Add: No 2, Jalan Wawasan Utama, Kawasan Perindustrian 
Sri Gading, 83300 Batu Pahat, Johor Darul Takzim
Tel: +607-4556777

Aalborg Portland Malaysia Sdn Bhd
Add: Lot 75244, Pinji Estate, Lahat, P O Box 428, 30750 
Ipoh, Perak Darul Ridzuan
Tel: +605-3218988

Abbott Laboratories (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
Add: 22, Jalan Pemaju U1/15, Seksyen U1, Hicom-
Glenmarie Industrial Park, 40150 Shah Alam, Selangor 
Darul Ehsan
Tel: +603-55663388

Actiforce Mechatronics Technology (M) Sdn Bhd
Add: No 5 & 7, Lorong Perindustrian Bukit Minyak 3, 
Taman Perindustrian Bukit Minyak, 14000 Bukit Mertajam, 
Pulau Pinang
Tel: +604-5073022

AEL Engineering Sdn Bhd
Add: Lot 72 & 73, Jalan Bunga Raya, Parit Buntar Industrial 
Estate, 34200 Parit Buntar, Perak Darul Ridzuan
Tel: +605-7169550

Aim Food Manufacturing Sdn Bhd
Add: 23, Jalan TTC29, Taman Teknologi Cheng, 75250 
Melaka
Tel: +606-3373888

Allnex Malaysia Sdn Bhd
Add: PT 12701, Tuanku Jaafar Industrial Park, 71450 
Seremban, Negeri Sembilan Darul Khusus
Tel: +606-6763333

Aluminium Company Of Malaysia Berhad
Add: No 3, Persiaran Waja, Bukit Raja Industrial Estate, 
41050 Klang, Selangor Darul Ehsan
Tel: +603-33466262/12311

AQM Corporate Sdn Bhd
Add: Lot 58546, Jalan CJ 1/1, Kawasan Perindustrian 
Cheras Jaya, 43200 Balakong, Selangor Darul Ehsan
Tel: +603-27335133

Armstrong Electronics Sdn Bhd
Add: 7 & 8, Jalan i-Park 1/1, Kawasan Perindustrian i-Park, 
81000 Bandar Indahpura, Kulaijaya, Johor Darul Takzim
Tel: +607-5712096

Automotive Industries Sendirian Berhad
Add: Lot 9, Jalan Puchong Section 22, Lion Industrial Park, 
40300 Shah Alam, Selangor Darul Ehsan
Tel: +603-51918487

B. Braun Medical Industries Sdn Bhd
Add: Crown Penthouse, Plaza IBM, 8, First Avenue, 
Persiaran Bandar Utama, 47300 Petaling Jaya. Selangor 
Darul Ehsan
Tel: +603-78414200/+604-6323100

Barry Callebaut Malaysia Sdn Bhd
Add: Lot 2, Lebuh Sultan Mohamed 1, Bandar Sultan 
Suleiman, 42000 Port Klang, Selangor Darul Ehsan
Tel: +603-31693333/3252

BCM Electronics Corporation Sdn Bhd
Add: Plot 21, Jalan Hi-Tech 4, Kulim Hi-Tech Park, 09000 
Kulim, Kedah Darul Aman
Tel: +604-4033180

Benel Malaysia Sdn Bhd
Add: PLO 25, Jalan Perindustrian 4, Kawasan Perindustrian 
Pontian, 82000 Pontian, Johor Darul Takzim
Tel: +607-6861118

Biotech Fusion Sdn Bhd
Add: 30, Jalan Lombong Emas 12, Seremban Light 
Industrial Park 2, Jalan Tun Dr Ismail, 70200 Seremban, 
Negeri Sembilan Darul Khusus
Tel: +606-7648687

Bodibasixs Manufacturing Sdn Bhd
Add: Lot 5011, Jalan Teratai, Batu 5½, Off Jalan Meru, 
41050 Klang, Selangor Darul Ehsan
Tel: +603-33926529

Bright Resource Technology Sdn Bhd
Add: No 11-2 (1st Floor), Jalan Meranti 13/4, Bandar Sri 
Damansara, 52200 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +603-62721678/9308

Bulk and Fluids Engineering Sdn Bhd
Add: No 21, Jalan Cassis Selatan 3/3, Taman Perindustrian 
Batu Kawan, 14110 Bandar Cassia, Pulau Pinang
Tel: +604-5070067

C. S. Choice Food Industries Sdn Bhd
Add: Lot 999, Section 66, Jalan Keluli, Bintawa Industrial 
Estate, 93450 Kuching, Sarawak
Tel: +6082-336168

Camwell Sdn Bhd
Add: No 21, Jalan Mutiara Emas 5/25, Taman Mount 
Austin, 81100 Johor Bahru, Johor Darul Takzim
Tel: +607-3519928

Carlo Gavazzi Automation (M) Sdn Bhd
Add: D12-06-G, Block D12, Pusat Perdagangan Dana 
1, Jalan PJU 1A/46, 47301 Petaling Jaya, Selangor Darul 
Ehsan
Tel: +603-78427299

Celestial Ventures Sdn Bhd
Add: MLO 2321, Kg Rahmat, Batu 27, 81030 Kulai, Johor 
Darul Takzim
Tel: +607-6526091/5272/4696

Central Aluminium Manufactory Sdn Bhd
Add: Batu 12, Jalan Hutan Melintang, 36400 Hutan 
Melintang, Perak Darul Ridzuan
Tel : +605-6411046/1642

Century Advance Technology Sdn Bhd
Add : Lot 4A, Jalan Sultan Mohamed 3, Kawasan 
Perindustrian Bandar Sultan Suleiman, 42000 Port Klang, 
Selangor Darul Ehsan
Tel: +603-33222488

Champion Photochemistry Sdn Bhd
Add: Lot 28-B, Mukim Batu Industrial Area, Jalan 4/32A, 
6½ Miles Jalan Kepong, 52000 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +603-62572600

Chemoresources Sdn Bhd
Add: 20, Jalan SS2/66, 47300 Petaling Jaya, Selangor Darul 
Ehsan
Tel: +603-78726000

Chulia Facilities Management Sdn Bhd
Add: Wisma Chulia, No 5 & 7, Jalan Tasik Selatan 3, 
Metro Business Centre, Bandar Tasik Selatan, 57000 Kuala 
Lumpur
Tel: +603-90580020/0021/0022

Clay Industries Sdn Bhd
Add: 57th Mile, Jalan Johor, 86100 Air Hitam, Kluang, 
Johor Darul Takzim
Tel: +607-7581291/1202/1253

CM Precast & Construction Sdn Bhd
Add: Lot 22 & 24, Jalan 225, Section 51A, 46100 Petaling 
Jaya, Selangor Dariul Ehsan
Tel: +603-78749842

Daiki Aluminium Industry (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
Add: Lot 3, Jalan Waja, Kawasan Perindustrian Bukit Raja, 
41050 Klang, Selangor Darul Ehsan
Tel: +603-33419500

Dancomair Engineering Sdn Bhd
Add: Lot 104, Jalan Industri ¾, Rawang Integrated 
Industrial Park, 48000 Rawang, Selangor Darul Ehsan
Tel: +603-60932828

Dardanchem Sdn Bhd
Add: No 20, Jalan Sementa 27/91, Seksyen 27, 40000 Shah 
Alam, Selangor Darul Ehsan
Tel: +603-51912311

De First Food Manufacturing (M) Sdn Bhd
Add: No 1, Jalan SU 26, Taman Industri Selayang Utama, 
68100 Batu Caves, Selangor Darul Ehsan
Tel : +603-61361128

Dem Draexlmaier Automotive Syste(M) Sdn Bhd
Add : Lot PT 115710, Jalan Chepor 11/6, Ceramic 
Industrial Park, 31200 Chemor, Perak Darul Ridzuan
Tel: +605-2036200

Devessel Engineering Sdn Bhd
Add: No 63B, Lorong 16, Bercham, 31400 Ipoh, Perak 
Darul Ridzuan
Tel: +605-5482202

DIC Compounds (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
Add: Plot 481, Lorong Perusahaan Baru 2, Kawasan 
Perindustrian Prai, 13600 Prai, Pulau Pinang
Tel: +604-3902311/3803223/3200

DJ Auto Components Manufacturing Sdn Bhd
Add: Lot 6, Jalan Perusahaan 1, Kawasan Perusahaan 
Beranang, 43700 Beranang, Selangor Darul Ehsan
Tel: +603-87667611

Dormakaba Production Malaysia Sdn Bhd
Add: No 2-A, Jalan TTC 8, Taman Teknologi Cheng, 75250 
Melaka
Tel: +606-3354848

Drive System Engineering Sdn Bhd
Add: No 11, Jalan Mutiara Emas 5/25, Taman Mount 
Austin, 81100 Johor Bahru, Johor Darul Takzim
Tel: +607-3512169

Dunia Herbs Holding Sdn Bhd
Add: Wisma DH 31-1, Blok F, Platinum Walk, No 2, Jalan 
Langkawi, 53300 Setapak, Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +603-41428440

Dyna Auto Manufacturing Sdn Bhd
Add: Lot 1928, Jalan Bukit Kemuning, 42450 Shah Alam, 
Selangor Darul Ehsan
Tel: +603-51225000

E & W Engineering Sdn Bhd
Add: 114A, Jalan 2D, Kampung Baru Subang, 40150 Shah 
Alam, Selangor Darul Ehsan
Tel: +603-78461434/1854/2897

Eagle & Pagoda Brand Teck Aun Medical Factory Sdn 
Bhd
Add: 686-686A, Jalan Perindustrian Bukit Minyak, Taman 
Perindustrian Bukit Minyak, 14100 Bukit Mertajam, 
Seberang Perai, Pulau Pinang
Tel: +604-5088888

Ekowood International Berhad
Add: Menara TSH, No 8, Jalan Semantan, Damansara 
Height, 50490 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +603-20840888

Engtex Ductile Iron Pipe Industry Sdn Bhd
Add: Lot 36, Jalan BRP 9/2B, Putra Industrial Park, Bukit 
Rahman Putra, 47000 Sungai Buloh, Selangor Darul Ehsan
Tel: +603-61401111

ERP Hychem Sdn Bhd
Add: No 8018, Kg Bukit Cherakah, 40150 Shah Alam, 
Selangor Darul Ehsan
Tel: +603-78467548

EZI Motartech Sdn Bhd
Add: No 80, Jalan Masjid Negeri, 11600 Penang
Tel: +604-6588817

Favelle Favco Cranes (M) Sdn Bhd
Add : Lot 42, Persiaran Bunga Tanjung 2, Senawang 
Industrial Park, 70400 Seremban, Negeri Sembilan Darul 
Khusus
Tel: +606-6768878

Fosroc Sdn Bhd
Add: No 8, Jalan Trompet 33/8, Section 33, 40400 Shah 
Alam, Selangor Darul Ehsan
Tel: +603-51025660

Gaharu Technologies Sdn Bhd
Add: Lot 38017, Mukim Sungai Raia, Simpang Pulai, 31300 
Ipoh, Perak Darul Ridzuan
Tel: +605-3575999

GEB Metal Product Sendirian Berhad
Add: No 14 & 16, Jalan TPK 1/4, Section 1, Taman 
Perindustrian Kinrara, 47100 Puchong, Selangor Darul 
Ehsan
Tel: +603-80759505/9506/9507/9508/9509

GG Circuits Industries Sdn Bhd
Add: No 18, Jalan Riang Utama, Gembira Industrial Park, 
Off Jalan Tampoi, 81200 Johor Bahru, Johor Darul Takzim
Tel: +607-2761288

Gorasia Industries Sdn Bhd
Add: 11, Jalan TIB 1/1, Taman Industri Bolton, 68100 Batu 
Caves, Selangor Darul Ehsan
Tel: +603-61866787

GS Paperboard & Packaging Sdn Bhd
Add: Lot 7090, Mukim Tanjung 12, Daerah Kuala Langat, 
42700 Banting, Selangor Darul Ehsan
Tel: +603-31825000

Hartford Steam Boiler (M) Sdn Bhd 
Add: B-1-3, Endah Promenade, No 5, Jalan 3/149E, Taman 
Sri Endah, Sri Petaling, 57000 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +603-56228800

With the coronavirus pandemic 
continuing to spread relentlessly around 
the globe, “intact,” or non-contact services 
are emerging as a new trend, and demand 
for service robots to replace humans is 
also growing.

The state-run Korea Trade-Investment 
Promotion Agency (Kotra) says interest in 
service robots has soared since they were 
employed in public-sanitation and service 
businesses to limit the spread of Covid-19 
in China.

According to the China Academy 
of Information and Communications 
Technology, 54 per cent of all voice robots 
introduced in China were used more 
than 1 million times per day during the 
Chinese COVID-19 quarantine period, 
which lasted until February 7.

According to an analysis of some 500 
cases collected by the coronavirus artificial 
intelligence (AI) quarantine support 
information platform, the most popular 
products were service robots, big data 
analysis systems and smart recognition 

Service Robots Prove Popular at 
Height of Pandemic

(body temperature measurement) devices.

Service robots are divided into 
“professional service robots” used at 
companies and in public places and 
“home and personal service robots” used 
in ordinary homes.

Among them, the market for service 
robots stood at US$9.46 billion as of last 
year, up 14.1 per cent from a year earlier. 
The average annual growth rate of service 
robots over the past five years also stands 
at 21.9 per cent.

China’s service robot market stood at 
US$2.2 billion last year, accounting for 
25 per cent of the global service robot 
market.

It is a figure that grew 19.6 per cent 
year on year, with an annual average 
growth rate of 28 per cent over the past 
five years, exceeding the global average. 
Furthermore, it is expected to grow to $4 
billion in 2021 as demand rises.

Chinese service robots have been 
focused on housekeeping, guest reception, 

customer service (in retail stores, 
restaurants and banks) and education, led 
by start-up companies.

However, with the outbreak of Covid-19, 
service robots have drawn more attention 
in areas such as delivery, quarantine 
disinfection and patrol.

In particular, during the coronavirus 
quarantine process, multi-function 
products for disinfection, temperature 
measurement, and mask-wear monitoring, 
rather than products equipped with one 
function, were notable.

“The market for service robots is 
expanding through rental services, 
easing the initial burden of introduction 
compared to directly selling hardware,” 
Kotra said.

Source: insideretail.asia

COVID-19
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A robotic delivery service in Milton 
Keynes could prove to be the future 
of locked-down Britain, as miniature 
autonomous vehicles bring food deliveries 
to almost 200,000 residents of the town.

Starship Technologies, an autonomous 
delivery startup created in 2014 by two 
Skype cofounders, has been testing its beer 
cooler-sized robots in public since 2015. 
The small, white, six-wheeled vehicles 
trundle along pavements to bring small 
deliveries to residents and workers of the 
neighbourhoods in which they operate, 
without the need for a human driver or 
delivery person.

The Milton Keynes operation is the first 
commercial deployment in the UK, and 
started in mid-March, just as the country 

Robots Deliver Food in Milton Keynes 
under Coronavirus Lockdown

was implementing widespread social 
distancing in an effort to tackle the spread 
of coronavirus. Residents can  download 
the Deliveroo-style Starship Deliveries 
app to buy cooked food and small orders 
from supermarkets, which gets loaded 
into the robots and driven to them.

Sam Crooks, the mayor of Milton 
Keynes, said: “I’ve got a fairly young 
demographic in my ward, and they love 
it. There was obviously a burst of use at 
the beginning, because of the novelty, but 
already it’s just a part of people’s routines.

“People are taking seriously the guidance 
about not going out, so something like 
the robot deliveries are absolutely ideal, 
because people can order and obtain 
something without going out. Particularly 

as their first relationship was with Tesco 
and the Co-op.”

Andy Curtis, the head of UK operations 
at Starship, said: “We’ve seen huge surges 
in demand since we started operating in 
Milton Keynes two years ago. We’re excited 
that both residents and workers can now 
enjoy this low cost and convenient benefit 
in the centre of Milton Keynes, and we 
hope that it will make the town an even 
more attractive place to work in the 
future.”

The launch of Starship’s Milton Keynes 
offering comes as conventional delivery 
services are under increasing strain. Royal 
Mail delivery workers have  complained 
that they are being asked  to risk their 
health for non-essential deliveries, and 

Starship Technologies’ small vehicles navigate pavements with no human driver required

A Starship robot in Milton Keynes, seen before the government’s new guidance on social distancing. Photograph: Starship Technologies

COVID-19

the service has had to deal with a growing 
number of workers  taking sick leave. 
Gig economy delivery companies, such 
as Deliveroo, have  come under pressure 
too, with their riders, who are not normal 
employees, worrying that they may have 
to continue deliveries if they get sick or 
lose their income entirely.

The robotics firm says demand has 
been high in the last week, and that it 
plans to expand further across the UK 
and US. A spokesperson said: “We’ve 
had grocery stores, restaurants and other 
delivery companies get in touch to ask 
for assistance from our robots. To date 
the robots have completed over 100,000 
autonomous deliveries, travelled over 
500,000 miles and completed over 5m 
road crossings around the world.

“We are doing everything we can to keep 
our customers and employees safe. All 
of the sanitisation processes around our 
service have been reviewed by experts 
and we’re following their guidance on 
operating procedures to ensure a safe and 
convenient service for everyone. Without 
robots, more humans are needed in the 
supply chain for delivery, and as humans 
are the key source of transmission – using 
robots decreases this risk.”

Starship is just one of a number of startups 
hoping that lightweight, slow, pedestrian-
friendly vehicles might be the solution to 
normalising autonomous driving. Bigger 
companies like Amazon have also got 
involved: the retail giant has been trialling 
its Scout robots in Washington  state. 
But the robots have not been without 
controversy. Some competitors have been 
revealed to have less automation than it 
seemed: one, Kiwi Campus in Berkeley, 

A fleet of Starship robots in Milton Keynes. Photograph: Starship Technologies

A Starship robot in Milton Keynes. This picture was taken before the government’s new guidance on social distancing. Photograph: Starship 

Technologies

Source: www.theguardian.com

California, was actually being driven by 
people based in Colombia. The spread of 
the robots has led to conflicts over who has 
the right to use the pavements, with critics 
describing their potential proliferation as 
“a privatisation of the public right of way”.
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Long maligned as job-stealers and 
aspiring overlords, robots are being 
increasingly relied on as fast, efficient, 
contagion-proof champions in the war 
against the deadly coronavirus. One 
team of robots temporarily cared for 
patients in a makeshift hospital in Wuhan, 
the Chinese city where the COVID-19 
outbreak began. Meals were served, 
temperatures taken and communications 
handled by machines, one of them named 
“Cloud Ginger” by its maker CloudMinds, 
which has operations in Beijing and 
California.

“It provided useful information, 
conversational engagement entertainment 
with dancing, and even led patients 
through stretching Karl Zhao said of the 
humanoid robot

“The smart field hospital was completely 
run by robots.”

A small medical team remotely controlled 
the field hospital robots. Patients wore 

Interactive robot ‘Zafi’, which will be deployed 

at COVID-19 isolation wards, is pictured 

during a demo at Stanley Medical hospital in 

Chennai. — AFP pic

 Robots May 
Become 
Heroes 

in War on 
Coronavirus

wristbands that gathered blood pressure 
and other vital data. The smart clinic 
only handled patients for a few days, but 
it foreshadowed a future in which robots 
tend to patients with contagious diseases 
while health care workers manage from 
safe distances.

Check-up and check out

Patients in hospitals in Thailand, 
Israel and elsewhere meet with robots 
for consultations done by doctors via 
videoconference. Some consultation 
robots even tend to the classic check-up 
task of listening to patients’ lungs as they 
breath. Alexandra Hospital in Singapore 
will use a robot called BeamPro to deliver 
medicine and meals to patients diagnosed 
with COVID-19 or those suspected to 
be infected with the virus in its isolation 
wards.

Doctors and nurses can control the robot 
by using a computer from outside the 
room, and can hold conversations with 
the patient via the screen and camera. 
The robot reduces the number of “touch 
points” with patients who are isolated, 
thereby reducing risk for healthcare 
workers, the hospital’s health innovation 
director Alexander Yip told local news 
channel CNA.

Robotic machines can also be sent to 
scan for the presence of the virus, such 
as when the Diamond Princess cruise 
ship cabins were checked for safety weeks 
after infected passengers were evacuated, 
according to the US Centers for Disease 
Control.

Additionally, hospitals are turning to 
robots to tirelessly rid room, halls and 
door handles of viruses and bacteria. US 
firm Xenex has seen a surge in demand for 
its robots that disinfect rooms, according 
to director of media relations Melinda 
Hart.

Xenex’s LightStrike robots have been 
used in more than 500 healthcare facilities, 
with the number of deployed bots rising 
due to the pandemic.

“We are getting requests from around 
the world,” Hart said.

“In addition to hospitals, we’re being 
contacted by urgent care centres, hotels, 
government agencies and pharmaceutical 
companies” to disinfect rooms.

Shark Robotics in France began testing 
a decontamination unit about a month 
ago and has already started getting orders, 
according to co-founder Cyril Kabbara.

Worth the price?

The coronavirus pandemic has caused 
robotics innovation to accelerate, 
according to Lesley Rohrbaugh, the 
director of research for the US Consumer 
Technology Association.

“We are in a time of need for some of 
this technology, so it seems like benefits 
outweigh costs,” Rohrbaugh said.

Artificial intelligence, sensors and 
other capabilities built into robots can 
push up prices, as can the need to bolster 
high-speed internet connections on 
which machines often rely, according to 
Rohrbaugh.

Innovations on the horizon include 
using drones equipped with sensors 
and cameras to scan crowds for signs of 
people showing symptoms of coronavirus 
infection. A team at the University of 
South Australia is working on just that, in 
collaboration with Canadian drone maker 
Draganfly.

“The use will be to identify the possible 
presence of the virus by observing 
humans,” said university professor Javaan 
Singh Chahl.

“It might form part of an early warning 
system or to establish statistically how 
many people are afflicted in a population.”

His team is working on computer 
algorithms that can spot sneezing or 
coughing, say in an airport terminal, and 
remotely measure people’s pulses and 
temperatures. 

Source: www.malaymail.com
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·	COVID-19 is accelerating Industry 4.0 
adoption, leading companies across 
industries into a more mature state of 
IoT technology and workflow.

·	Although businesses have had reason 
to embrace digital workflows in the 
past, COVID-19 has provided another 
strong incentive to move toward a 
smart factory, complete with smart 
manufacturing or smart printing 
processes.

·	While conventional wisdom says that 
a dedicated office space is required to 
maximize productivity, this theory is 
being put to the ultimate test as we 
speak.

Introduction

Over the past decade, much has been 
made of the advent of Industry 4.0. While 
experts argue over what stage of technology 
we are in (some consider this period to 
be the fifth revolution, centered upon 
information and telecommunications 
technology), the majority agree that 
Industry 4.0 began with the arrival of 
the Internet and mainstream digital 
technology, specifically Internet of Things 
(IoT) devices.

That said, few would dispute that we’re 
in a period of profound change right 
now. COVID-19 is causing radical shifts 
in workflow across the globe as millions 
practice social distancing and/or comply 
with self-quarantine recommendations. 
The pandemic’s dramatic appearance 
has accelerated numerous trends while 

How COVID-19 Is Accelerating 

Industry 4.0

slowing others. So, with all of this 
disruption, could it be said that COVID-19 
has caused a premature change in industry 
operation? Yes and no. There is no doubt 
that COVID-19 is a transformative force, 
but it is not bringing us into Industry 
5.0. It is merely accelerating Industry 
4.0 adoption, leading companies across 
industries into a more mature state of IoT 
technology and workflow.

A Truer Industry 4.0

Experts believe that there are four 
central concepts to Industry 4.0. These 
include smart manufacturing, the smart 
factory, dark factories (also called lights-
out manufacturing), and industrial 
Internet of Things (IIoT) technology. 
All four of these reflect back to a greater 
trend—automation. Much of Industry 4.0 
involves using improved data collection 
(made possible by IoT devices) to 
streamline workflow and manufacturing 
processes.

The Four Major Industrial Stages

For those unfamiliar with dark factories, 

these reflect the pinnacle of automation. 
Lights-out manufacturing refers to a fully 
automated work environment. Whereas 
people and machines work alongside one 
another in a smart factory, dark factories 
do not need a single person present on the 
premises.

This concept has taken on immediate 
value as the COVID-19 pandemic takes 
hold. The idea of a fully functional factory 
floor that needs no permanent human 
staff means uninterrupted production 
output. Nevertheless, many organizations 
are unable or unwilling to commit to 
this level of automation. Smart factories 
still dramatically reduce the number of 
workers needed as most simple tasks are 
automated.

Even small manufacturing sites tend to 
have more staff than the average retail 
environment. Adopting more smart 
manufacturing processes reduces the 
dependency on human workers, meaning 
that factories can reduce the size of a 
shift without downsizing production. 
It also means guaranteeing the workers 

Few would dispute that we’ve entered a period of profound change. COVID-19 is causing radical shifts 
in workflow across the globe as millions practice social distancing and/or comply with self-quarantine 

recommendations. The pandemic’s dramatic appearance has accelerated numerous trends while slowing others. 
Although there is no doubt that COVID-19 is a transformative force, it is not bringing us into Industry 5.0.

COVID-19

who are present a lower chance of 
exposure. People must be close together 
for the COVID-19 virus to transmit, and 
maintaining a physical distance of at least 
six feet dramatically reduces the chance of 
infection.

Although businesses have had reason 
to embrace digital workflows in the past, 
COVID-19 has provided another strong 
incentive to move toward a smart factory, 
complete with smart manufacturing 
or smart printing processes. Keypoint 
Intelligence would not be surprised to find 
that the organizations least impacted by 
the COVID-19 pandemic were the ones 
with the best automation practices and 
digital workflow empowerments already 
in place.

Industry 4.0 Applied to the Office

In many ways, the average office space 
is no different than a typical industrial 
factory. Both involve on-site collaboration 
between employees to create a specialized 
product to fulfill a certain need. In years 
past, it could be argued that offices were 
doing a stronger job of adopting digital 
workflows than factories, if only because 
more of their work could be easily 
digitized. Even so, many businesses have 
clung to the office mentality—meaning 
a centralized, physical space where 
employees gather. Data gathered by JLL 
shows that this is primarily  true for the 
tech sector, which leases almost 10 million 

more offices in 2019 than the runner-up, 
insurance & finance.

This means that a portion of these 
companies’ revenues are tied up in leasing 
costs, with some areas costing considerably 
more than others. Organizations pay 
these bills for a variety of reasons, 
including reputation, convenience, or 
even tradition. Some firms have a central 
office location simply because things have 
always been that way.  

Now, this is likely to change. While 
conventional wisdom says that a dedicated 
office space is required to maximize 
productivity, this theory is being put to 
the ultimate test as we speak. The majority 
of offices across the US and elsewhere are 
already fully remote or are in the process 
of shifting to fully remote workflows. 
These companies have no choice now 
but to test their performance without the 
support of a traditional office space.

Should these organizations function 
at peak productivity (or close to it), 
the demand for office space may see 
a significant drop. This could mark a 
true shift in global workflow—the end 
of a tradition and a full embrace of the 
potential of digital workflows.

Other COVID-19 Impacts

Although some print service providers 
may need to preserve their physical 
space, they must be aware that nearly 

every industry impacts their business. 
COVID-19 has hit the restaurant industry 
(which is never stable, even in times of 
economic prosperity) and the movie 
theater industry particularly hard. AMC, 
one of the largest cinema chains in North 
America, has already reported that it may 
not survive the COVID-19 pandemic.

Damage to these industries and others 
results in a loss of printed products, as 
theaters and restaurants are the traditional 
home to numerous types of signage. At 
the same time, however, new revenue 
streams may open up as industries shift 
in reaction to COVID-19. Today’s print 
providers must be ready to expand their 
horizons. The landscape has changed, 
and it will likely change a lot more in 
the coming year. It is still too early to 
predict how industries will be altered and 
which percentage of these shifts will be 
permanent, but an evolution is occurring.

The Bottom Line

Although the COVID-19 pandemic has 
not triggered Industry 5.0, it has brought 
home the reality of Industry 4.0. Digital 
workflows and automation are no longer 
goals; they are requirements. IoT devices 
have offered organizations a path toward 
preserving revenue streams during this 
pandemic. The future is here, but only the 
savviest businesses will bring it to its full 
potential.

Source: whattheythink.com
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One of the respones to the COVID-19 
crisis has been an earnest effort at social 
distancing that has many employees now 
working from home and staying away 
from offices. The goal is preventing spread 
of the virus, which can be transmitted by 
air as well as by touch or on surfaces. 

But air quality in buildings was an issue 
long before the coronavirus.

In 2018, the EPA reported that Americans 
were spending 90% of their time in 
buildings “where the concentrations 
of  some pollutants are often two to 
five times higher than typical outdoor 
concentrations.” Common pollutants 
found in office buildings included carbon 
monoxide, particulate matter, mold, 
radon, asbestos, pesticides, ozone, and 
a variety of organic compounds from 
products and materials. 

“Every industry with building facilities 
has similar air quality challenges,” 
said Barry Po, president of mCloud 
Technologies, which provides  artificial 
intelligence  (AI) and asset management 
solutions. «One nagging issue has been 
what we call ‹sick building syndrome,› 
where employees experience a lingering 
cough or illness that they cannot seem to 
explain,» Po said. “Many times this can 

COVID-19 Crisis Brings New Visibility to 
IoT and Building Air Quality

be traced back to the air quality in the 
buildings in which they work, which can 
contain two to five times as many viruses 
and contaminants than what is outdoors.”

When humans occupy buildings, they 
breathe out carbon dioxide (CO2), a 
prominent air quality contaminant. Po’s 
company deploys IoT sensors throughout 
buildings with the primary objective of 
measuring the amount of carbon dioxide 
in the air.

“We have two goals in mind when we 
do this,” Po explained. “One is to keep the 
air clean by providing proper ventilation 
so CO2 and other air contaminants 
don’t accumulate. The other is to provide 
actionable information that enables 
HVAC systems in buildings to operate 
at maximum efficiency, ventilating with 
compressors and fans as they need to, or 
activating fans only, or doing nothing at 
all once air cycling has occurred.”

To optimize HVACs, a delicate balance 
must be reached. You want to achieve 
optimum air quality in the building, 
but don’t want your HVAC systems 
continuing to run full bore once optimal 
environmental have been attained. 

“There is a ‘right amount zone’ you 
must arrive at,” Po said. “It occurs when 
you have healthful air, but you are also 
monitoring your HVAC systems so they 
are not operating needlessly. This is a 
place that each building must arrive at and 
maintain.”

There are three technology drivers 
behind IoT/HVAC technology for 
building air quality:

Off-the-shelf and relatively inexpensive 
IoT sensors that are evenly distributed 
throughout buildings that can monitor 
and report the air quality in the local 
areas they are deployed in

A cloud-based AI system that assesses 
the data it receives from sensors and 
determines building air quality

The ability to integrate this cloud-
based software with HVAC systems 
so they can be automatically activated 
or deactivated, based on internal air 
conditions

Going forward, Po envisions where 
companies that have retail space will be 
able to monitor areas of the store that 
customers frequent to determine the 
health and comfort of local air quality. 
If the environment is healthy and 
comfortable, customers are likely to spend 
more time there and buy more, resulting 
in the potential for better revenues.

For now, however, a reasonable focus 
is on getting people well who constantly 
complain of sniffles, unrelenting coughs, 
and headaches in the buildings in which 
they work. COVID-19 has accentuated 
the need for healthy air quality today, but 
air quality in offices and buildings should 
also be a long-term goal.

Source: www.techrepublic.com

Image: Harnnarong, Getty Images/iStockphoto
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Tommy the Robot Nurse Helps Keep Italian 
Doctors Safe from Coronavirus

He doesn’t wear a mask but he is helping 
save lives from coronavirus just the same. 
Meet Tommy, the robot nurse.

Tommy is one of six new robots helping 
flesh-and-blood doctors and nurse’s care 
for coronavirus patients at the Circolo 
Hospital in Varese, a city in the northern 
Lombardy region that is the epicentre of 
the outbreak in Italy.

“It’s like having another nurse without 
problems related to infection,” said Doctor 
Francesco Dentali, director of intensive 
care at the hospital.

The child-size robots with large blinking 
eyes are wheeled into rooms and left by a 
patient’s bedside so doctors can look after 
others who are in more serious conditions.

They monitor parameters from 
equipment in the room, relaying them 
to hospital staff. The robots have touch-
screen faces that allow patients to record 
messages and send them to doctors.

Most importantly, Tommy and his high-
tech teammates allow the hospital to limit 
the amount of direct contact doctors and 
nurses have with patients, thus reducing 
the risk of infection.

More than 4,000 Italian health workers 
have contracted the virus treating victims 
in Italy and 66 doctors have died.

The death toll in Italy, the world’s hardest 
hit country in terms of deaths, topped 
13,000 on Wednesday, more than a third 
of all global fatalities.

“Using my abilities, medical staff can be 
in touch with the patients without direct 
contact,” Tommy the robot, who was 
named after a son of one of the doctors, 
explained to a visiting reporter.

It takes a while for patients to realize 
that, given the enormity of the task of 
combating coronavirus and the toll it is 
taking on overworked medical staff, robots 
may be just what the doctor ordered.

“You have to explain to the patient the 
aim and function of the robot,” Dentali 
said.

“The first reaction is not positive, 
especially for old patients. But if you 
explain your aim, the patient is happy 
because he or she can speak with the 
doctor,” he said.

The robots also help the hospital limit 
the number of protective masks and 
gowns staff have to use.

“These days, they are a scarce resource,” 
said Doctor Gianni Bonelli, the hospital’s 
director.

The shortage of masks has been one of 
the biggest problems dogging the national 
health system since the contagion surfaced 
at the end of February.

The national commissioner for the 
emergency has said it will take Italy at 
least two months to become self-sufficient 
in producing protective masks.

Tommy and his fellow robot nurses have 
one more advantage - they are not subject 
to exhaustion. A quick charge of batteries 
and they are back at work in the ward.

A robot helping medical teams treat patients suffering from the coronavirus is pictured at a 
patient’s room, in the Circolo hospital, in Varese, Italy. REUTERS/Flavio Lo Scalzo

A robot helping medical teams treat patients 

suffering from the coronavirus in the Circolo 

hospital, in Varese, Italy. REUTERS/Flavio Lo 

Scalzo

A robot helping medical teams treat patients 

suffering from the coronavirus. REUTERS/

Flavio Lo Scalzo

Source: www.channelnewsasia.com
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Spring graduation ceremonies in Japan 
have been cancelled because of the 
coronavirus pandemic, but students at 
one school were able to attend remotely 
by controlling avatar robots while logged 
on at home.

The robots, dubbed “Newme” by 
developer ANA Holdings, were dressed 
in graduation caps and gowns for the 
ceremony at the Business Breakthrough 
University in Tokyo.

The robots’ “faces” were tablets that 
displayed the faces of the graduates, who 
logged on at home and controlled the 
robots via their laptops.

Robots Replace Japanese 
Students at Graduation amid 

Coronavirus

FILE PHOTO: IPad attached to ‘Newme’ robots replacing graduating students’ presence at a ceremony, wear graduation gowns and hats in 

Tokyo, Japan March 28, 2020. BBT UNIVERSITY/Handout via REUTERS.

One by one, the robots motored 
toward the podium to receive their 
diplomas. School staff clapped and said 
“Congratulations!” as University President 
Kenichi Ohmae placed the diplomas on a 
rack mounted on the robot’s midsection.

“I think this is truly a novel experience 
to receive a certificate in a public area 
while I am in a private space,” Kazuki 
Tamura said via his computer avatar when 
receiving his master’s degree diploma.

The university hopes its approach can be 
adopted by other schools looking to avoid 
mass gatherings.

Reflecting the human world, however, 
the school limited the ceremony to just 
four graduates so that the robots could 
practice social distancing amid the 
pandemic.

Source:  www.themanufacturer.com

COVID-19
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TECHNOLOGY & PRODUCT NEWS

Industry 4.0 is changing the way we work 
across the supply chain. Using AI, sensors 
and Internet of Things (IoT) technology, a 
smart and data-driven distribution center 
can be developed. For example, by cross-
referencing enterprise resource planning 
(ERP) systems with consumer trends data, 
AI technology can automatically order the 
correct amount of raw materials to fulfill 
orders, reducing waste and increasing 
profit.

As the complex web of distribution is 
opened to the benefits of AI, the supply 
chain could have a bigger economic 
benefit than any other application of AI in 
manufacturing. 

Using this technology, distributors will 
no longer need to predict demand for 
products through guesswork, but will 
instead merge datasets to make accurate 
predictions, enabling them to make well-
informed business decisions. 

Inventory level eff iciency
With insight into future demand, AI can 

also help with forecasting the demand of 
your suppliers, based on previous orders. 
This means crucial decisions can be made 
to optimize stock levels. For example, if 
your AI software lets a distributor know 
that many other distributors will want the 
same equipment in 12 months, you would 
be sure to jump the queue and get ahead 
by ordering it much sooner than this.

Cost of goods sold 
Why does it matter if inventory levels 

aren’t optimized? Well, it’s related to 
inventory level efficiency. Your cost of 
goods sold (COGS) will reduce since you 
don’t incur the costs of holding inventory 
beyond its use. In 2015, the cost of over-
stocking was $470 billion, and of under-
stocking was $630 billion worldwide, 
according to IHL Group. Freeing up cash 
and storage space creates the potential for 
savings. 

Lead times 
As Industry 4.0 empowers your supply 

chain to manage different orders faster, 
lead times for customers will shorten. 
However, this increases the pressure to 
deliver on time, every time. To alleviate 
this, AI enables you to spot gaps in your 
inventory before it’s too late and maintain 
long-lasting customer relationships, built 
on trust and reliability. 

Applying these practices to a theoretical 
example provides an insight into the 
financial benefits AI can reap. Imagine a 
robot distributor — we’ll call them ‘Robo-
bots’. 

Robo-bots was taken by surprise by a 
recent shortage of components for the 
manufacture of its machines, facing huge 
unexpected lead times from its suppliers.

 
As demand for robots grows year on 

year, so does the order volumes of their 

Inv ento r y  Management  4 . 0

A shocking amount of capital is tied up in inventory. A report from IHL concluded 
that $1.1 trillion was lost worldwide due to inventory distortion. The figure is 
equivalent to the entire GDP of Indonesia. Here, Jonathan Wilkins, director 
of industrial parts supplier EU Automation, explains the potential of Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) in accessing this cash. 

essential components. The cause of Robo-
bot’s delay was its supplier’s struggle to 
source harmonic drives, bearings and ball 
screws for use in its robots. 

If Robot-bots had used AI software, 
things could be different. AI could scour 
data – such as robot demand, bearing 
supply and ball screw supply, much 
faster than a human could do. Then, it 
could cross-reference this data with the 
company’s order history, inventory and 
figures to flag up that the business was 
running out of components in advance.   

Interestingly, this software can also 
be used to flag growing markets. In this 
instance, it could identify an increasing 
market for cleanroom robots. As per 
the insight, the Robo-bots could decide 
to order some of its usual robots with 
additional cleanroom adaptations. 
Suddenly, Robo-bot’s stagnant top-line 
growth seems much more prosperous, 
thanks to the integration of intelligent and 
insightful software. 

Of course, Robo-bots is a theoretical 
company with theoretical circumstances, 
but the message remains the same. 

Intelligent inventory management holds 
huge potential for improving a business’s 
top and bottom line. 

AI does not only hold potential for 
machine builders but also resellers and 
distributors of industrial equipment. 
Consider a servomotor distributor as an 
example. The company has a regular order 
with a servomotor supplier, receiving a 
bulk order every quarter. 

One year later, the distributor discovers 
that demand for these motors was not as 
expected, and a stockpile of servomotors 
has formed in the warehouse, taking up 
valuable storage space and cash.

To avoid this, the distributor could 
implement AI distribution software, to 
track inventory, market trends, sales and 
demand throughout the supply chain. 
If the demand isn’t there, the distributor 
could have made a more informed 
decision before partnering with the 
servomotor supplier.

Using AI for inventory management 
can help to avoid poor decisions, as well 
as inform new investments. However, this 

improvement won’t happen overnight. 
The success of this software will rely 
heavily on high data granularity, and 
businesses need to make sure they are 
building AI readiness now. Granularity is 
used to characterize the scale or level of 
detail in a set of data, of which AI is highly 
dependent on. The greater the granularity, 
the deeper the level of detail across the 
data. 

Whether AI implementation is in the 
forthcoming plans or not, it’s a good idea 
to ensure data collection and storage 
is effective. If we are to untie the $1.1 
trillion lost through inventory distortion 
worldwide, AI could provide the answer. 

Source: www.euautomation.com/us/ 
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Opinion: from hospitals to shops and 
policing, the use of drones and robots to 
carry out critical services can save lives 
during an epidemic

As the world is rocked by the coronavirus 
crisis, governments everywhere have 
come together with the same safety 
instructions: stay home and avoid close 
contact with other people. For many, this 
lifestyle change simply entails taking 
their workload home and balancing it 
with their domestic chores: bookkeeping 
while babysitting, coding while cooking.

But leaving the house is still a necessity 
for purchasing food and essentials, which 
carries a risk of infection. Even worse off 
are those people whose jobs cannot be 
taken home and who must be in contact 
with potentially sick individuals.

The good news is that possible solutions 
for many of these issues are just around 
the corner, as the crisis has given a boost to 
a number of emerging technologies. The 
last 10 years have seen a technological 
revolution occur in the robotics and 
autonomous vehicle sectors. Largely 
invisible to the layperson, this crisis has 
pushed the technology out of its niche 
into the public sphere like never before. 

So how are robots and drones playing a 
key role in containing the spread of the 

COVID-19 virus - and what changes 
we can expect to see in Ireland in the 
near future? Among those most at risk 
of contracting the virus are healthcare 
personnel such as doctors and nurses, 
who spend prolonged periods of time in 
areas with potentially infectious patients. 
Recognising this, several hospitals in 
China have begun adopting autonomous 
robots for many of their day-to-day tasks, 
such as delivering food and medicine to 
patients, as well as disinfecting the 
hospital environment.

In Singapore, doctors are using 
telemedicine robots to remotely interact 
with patients from a safe distance 
whenever possible. These robots take the 
form of electric carts carrying cameras, 
video monitors and health measurement 
equipment. The medical personnel using 
these devices have the opportunity to 

increase the frequency of their patient 
interactions without having to resort to 
wearing PPE such as gloves and masks, 
which are in short supply.

Another key service which is seeing 
a robotic transformation is the delivery 
sector. With individuals staying home, 
the demand for online shopping and 
home delivery has skyrocketed. This puts 
delivery staff in a difficult situation, as 
any contact with the end-client puts both 
parties at risk.

While leaving packages on doorsteps 
is an option, Chinese company JD.
com has a better idea. Already a big 
player in autonomous delivery systems, 
this company has used the quarantine 
conditions to push their autonomous 
ground vehicles from the lab to the street. 
Taking the form of miniature electric 

Meet the Coronavirus Drones and Robots
delivery robots are safely driving along 
Wuhan’s roads and carrying out the last-
mile stage of package delivery (that is, 
the stage where a package is sent from the 
local storage hub to the client’s address). 
Capable of piloting themselves around 
complicated road conditions day or night, 
these robots are reported to be making 
the majority of the company’s medical 
deliveries at the time of writing.

Law enforcement has not been left 
behind by this technological trend. With 
the lockdown come new laws which need 
to be enforced, and police organisations 
around the world are turning to remotely-
piloted tools. These devices most often 
take the form of commercially available 
drones carrying loudspeakers or 
other communication equipment. 
Using them, police officers are able 
to remotely patrol city streets and public 
areas, identify the locations of non-
compliant individuals and directly engage 
them. Not only do these devices allow the 
police to maintain their physical distance 
when carrying out their patrols, but their 
speed allows the police to oversee much 
larger areas than what they could achieve 
from the ground.

While China has emerged as the 
leader in adopting these robotic tools, 
other countries are following closely. 
Ireland is currently lagging behind with 
this technology, due to a combination 
of economic and legislative issues. 
Current legislation prevents many of 
the applications of autonomous vehicles 
described above, particularly those used 
outdoors in public areas.

By law, autonomous or remotely piloted 
delivery vans are not permitted on Irish 
roads, and drones are heavily restricted in 
how they can use Irish airspace, 
even in the hands of the emergency 
services. Fortunately, the legislation 
on autonomous vehicles and drones is 
gradually changing to allow for more 
expanded use cases, such as food delivery 
in selected parts of the country.

The automation revolution was visible 
on the horizon for a while, but this crisis 
has suddenly brought it into full view.

It is unlikely that we will see the 
technologies described above become 
adopted in Ireland during this current 
crisis, but the existing global trends 
unanimously point towards a near future 

where this technology is a daily part of 
our lives. Economists, scientists and tech 
experts worldwide are predicting that the 
virus will create an even greater demand 
for automating parts of the economy from 
the factory to the office.

When the virus outbreak comes to 
an end, the world will return to a new 
normal, with robots and autonomous 
devices appearing in various workplaces 
in increasing numbers. Working from 
home will become available to more 
people, while others will find aspects 
of their jobs taken over by machines, 
whether remotely piloted by the workers 
themselves or controlled by artificial 
intelligence. New business opportunities 
will emerge to cater to these automation 
demands, with new jobs created in the 
process. The automation revolution was 
visible on the horizon for a while, but 
this crisis has suddenly brought it into full 
view, and showed just how important the 
technology is for saving lives.

Source: www.rte.ie
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During these times of the coronavirus 
pandemic, the question has come up 
how elevators and escalators can become 
more sterile and germ-free in order to 
help prevent the spread of the virus, 
particularly as viruses and bacteria can 
be transferred through hand contact with 
elevator buttons or escalator handrails.

There are three aspects that can help: 
cleaning surfaces regularly, touchless 
technology, and sanitation solutions using 
for instance antimicrobials.

Cleaning surfaces regularly

Regularly cleaning high-contact surfaces 
such as elevator buttons is one of the 
easiest ways to help prevent the spread 
of the virus. Some steps to follow include 
using air disinfectant inside elevators 
and wiping buttons, doors, walls, and 
handrails with disinfectant once every 
hour.

And there are some tips for passengers, 
including keeping your distance to others 
(which may simply mean waiting for the 
next available elevator so you can ride 
in isolation), avoid touching buttons, for 
instance by using a tissues or your elbow, 
and don’t put anything on the floor if 
possible. Most importantly, clean hands 
protect against infection.  

Touchless technology

Secondly, technology such as touchless 
interfaces can help people avoid touching 
high-contact surfaces.

Schindler has for instance developed 
its so called  PORT Technology, which 
includes a transit management solution 
that also provides destination control and 
remote operation of elevators via a card 
or a mobile phone app. Such a touchless 
interface prevents that passengers have to 
press buttons to call or operate an elevator.

Antimicrobials & UV

Lastly, we can promote better hygiene 
through handrail sanitation solutions 
such as for instance inbuilt antimicrobials 
that kill microorganisms or stop their 
growth.

One such example is Schindler CleanRail, 
an antimicrobial escalator handrail that 
protects passengers through preventing 
the accelerated growth of bacteria. Subway 
stations, airports, and hospitals are just 
a few examples of public infrastructure 
where antimicrobial handrails can find 
practical application.

Another example is using Ultra UV 
devices that use germicidal UVC light to 
irradiate the handrails at a short distance. 
This directly damages the genetic materials 
of bacteria and viruses, preventing their 
rapid spread. Here at Schindler, we can 
for instance install the device inside the 
escalator or moving walk as a practical 
solution to prevent the rapid spread of 
bacteria and viruses.

The above are ways to help prevent the 
spread of the virus when using elevators 

and escalators. The best protection 
however remains cleaning your hands 
regularly. Wash your hands with soap 
and water, and dry them thoroughly. Use 
alcohol-based hand rub if you don’t have 
immediate access to soap and water. 

DID YOU KNOW?

How We Can Boost Elevator & 
Escalator Hygiene

Source: www.schindler.com
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DID YOU KNOW?

IoT changes the game every day with 
innovations. Sales and marketing are part 
of that equation, integrating technology 
like never before. IoT is a complicated 
thing to define, as you may know. It serves 
as a network that interconnects all things 
tech through the Internet. The devices 
involved can then send and receive data.

This transmission of information has the 
potential to become a significant part of 
business, meaning endless possibilities for 
integrations into everyday products. Here 
are some ways that IoT has changed sales 
and marketing.

Product Integration

Today, any analog object can become 
technological. When a product can 
send or receive data, its part of IoT.  For 
example, quick response (QR) codes 
build upon the idea of a barcode and take 
it a step further. You may have noticed 
QR codes appearing more frequently, as 
they help companies improve consumer 
engagement and experience.

In one instance, Chili’s provided QR 
codes on their tables during a live soccer 
game. When customers scanned the 
code, they were able to play in their own 
augmented reality  (AR) soccer game 
from their phones.  A development like 
this could change the way restaurants 
advertise during events, how the AR 
industry promotes their abilities or how 
the events themselves sell merchandise. 
Businesses will start advertising these 
capabilities more as they become an 
attraction for customers.

Automation

Automation is already a standard for 
workplaces across the world, taking 
care of mindless, low-priority tasks and 
responsibilities. While already part of IoT, 

How Has IoT Completely Changed 
How We Sell Things?

it can go a step further. As IoT continues 
to influence businesses, more will benefit 
from how automation can conduct 
processes that typically required staff. 
Automation can already monitor and 
send analytics for the company to use and 
learn from. IoT can then add new tech, 
like sensors, that track every detail and 
transmit information instantly.

For instance, a  car with the latest IoT 
technology  could monitor its functions 
and send data to the company regarding 
potential issues. This feature would 
cut down on dangers that occur while 
driving. Plus, this example can apply to 
other innovations as well. An IoT car, or 
any other product with the tech, will likely 
influence how companies market and sell 
it. With IoT, the way goods are bought 
and sold has drastically changed directly 
influencing sales and marketing. 

Data and Analytics

Similarly to automation, the data 
and analytics process can use IoT for 
improvements. Tracking data in real-time 
will help companies know which products 
they need to market and when. It can 
show them trends as they’re happening 
and how they can profit. Metrics forecast 
what’s to come and provide insight, and 
IoT technology can improve the way 
businesses use the information.

These real-time analytics include 
showing companies what existing 
customers need from current sales or 

services and what to expect in upcoming 
quarters. This data can help them decide 
what and how to advertise. It can also 
show which way the trends are moving, 
allowing them to bring in new customers 
on top of existing ones.  This technology 
can improve upon things like call times in 
the sales department. Since IoT is taking 
over cold calling, employees can increase 
productivity as they focus on other tasks.

Consumer Targeting 

Depending on your marketing strategy, 
a personalized approach might be best 
for your business.  With a tactic called 
geofencing, IoT technology can use the 
GPS in a smartphone to find nearby 
consumers. From there, it can send out 
personalized messages, coupons and 
more to those within close proximity.

Burger King successfully executed 
this geofencing technique. It launched 
a campaign called “Whopper for a 
Penny,” where they offered their  famous 
Whopper for one cent from the app. The 
location element came into play with 
a discount popping up on consumers’ 
phones when they got within 600 feet of 
a McDonald’s.  This example shows that 
IoT can drive companies to become more 
competitive and bring in sales.

How Sales Have Changed Through IoT

Sales have traditionally consisted of 
door-to-door marketing or cold calling, 
but IoT is changing it all. Through 
the examples above, the technology 
provides new methods and platforms for 
advertising and marketing, proving to be 
more effective than traditional means. 
The Internet of Things will soon become 
a feature that companies will advertise. As 
technology progresses at lightning speeds, 
everything will change for the better.
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Robotics is not a new term for us and it has been utilized all this 
while in various industries such as medical, manufacturing, food 
& processing, agriculture, and automation itself. Service robots 
are made to be more flexible compare to industrial robots. In the 
medical field, service robots are e�ective in health screening and 
disinfection cleaning. The recent COVID-19 has boosted up the 
utilization of robots amongst humans to fight against the 
pandemic. Attendees would learn in-depth how robot helps 
during the crisis in the services industry and identify 
opportunities within it.

Summary of the Webinar

Total Duration: 50 minutes

Introductory & Welcome Speech by Moderator 

3 Minutes Speech by Title Sponsor

Speaker 1: Robots in Reality: Deployments in Public Spaces.      

Speaker 2: Robotics in Medical Facilities.

Panel Discussion: Growth Areas of Robots During the Pandemic 
and Post? Are Robots Here to Stay?

Q&A Session

4:00 - 4:07 pm

4:07 - 4:10 pm 

4:10 - 4:20 pm 

4:20 - 4:30 pm 

4:30 - 4:40 pm
 

4:40 - 4:50 pm

Schedule of the Webinar

To register for FREE:
my@fireworksbi.com or visit asiaautomate.com  

For sponsorship or speaking opportunities:
vanny@fireworksbi.com
jovis@fireworksbi.com

Organized by: Co-organized by: Supported by :

Automate Asia  
Magazine

The Webinars 
Company

Singapore Industrial
Automation Association

Wednesday, 29th July 2020
4pm (GMT+8) Malaysia

9am UK

ASEAN ROBOTICS WEBINAR

Major Topics Covered

Speakers To Be Announced Soon!

Robots in Reality: Deployments in Public Spaces.

Robotics in Medical Facilities

Panel Discussion:
Growth Areas of Robots During the Pandemic and Post? 
Are Robots Here to Stay?
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Coronavirus 
should not stop 
your publicity
3 ways we can help you to 
expose your business during 
these turbulent

Let’s beat the Coronavirus together and 
continue stimulating the economyt!

To  nd out more about our descounted Advertising Packages email us at:

Asia Palm Oil Magazine
suhaila@ reworkbi.com

Automate Asia Magazine
vanny@ reworksbi.com

Get your products out to potential 
buyers via our online and print 
magazine.

Get your personal message 
emailed to targeted clients via 
our opt-in email service.

Keep you safely at home 
(No traveling, No Commuting) 
while our advertising services 
work its magic!




